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ABSTRACT
Risk in Production
by
Mamadou Dian Diallo , Docto r of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1984
Major Professor:
Department:

Dr. Terrence F. Glove r

Economics

Most production activities undertaken involve a certain degree of

risk .

Agricultural p r oduction is particularly risky since it is

susceptible to the physical vagaries of natur e a nd all eco nomi c and
social variations.

For most countries, agriculture is an important and

vital sector whe r e production decisions a r e made under ri sk .

Hence ,

decision making under risk requires careful analysis and represents an
important area of study.

The present r esea rch has been directed to advance our knowledge
about the consequences of risk, and the behavior t owa rd ri sk in the
o rgani zation of pr oduction, particularly agric ultural production .

This

ob j ective is ach i eved by a review of risk theor y , duality and th e use

of applied economet rics in order to develop some empi rical production
structures capable of assessing the impacts of risk, particularly
increasing risk, on pr oduce r's behavior .

The concep t of increasing

risk as incorporated into production structures is then applied to a
livestock example in Utah.

A stochastic pr od ucti on function for ranch

viii
operations in Utah is estimated in order to derive information about
the impacts of increasing risk on the output and input choices of
ranchers.

The results of the estimation and tests suggest that r anchers in
Utah produce with inflexible produ ction technology and a r e s ubj ect to
significant production risk.

Any policy affecting the use of inputs

such as feed and pasture may exacerbate the ris k condition which the
ranchers face, since c hoi ces to employ alte rnative input combination to

modify the condition of r isk are limited .

(122 pages)

CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCTION
Productio n in al l sec t o r s of the eco nomy such as ag ricultu re ,
industr y ,

se rvi ces ,

has

always

been

subject

to

risk.

Risk and

unc e r tainty are causes of worries, f rus trations and insecurity for many
peopl e .

Today, mo r e th a n ever , individuals an d society are always

looking for better wa ys to redu ce insecurity and imp r ove decis ion making under risk.

In modern societies , huge inves tment pr o je c t s and

produ c tion decisions

requiring

trade offs a r e undertaken everyday .

ris k

assessment

and

risk-ben ef it

As a result, the insurance indu s tr y

is co ntinuousl y growing and becoming a n important necessity of economic
development .

Agricultu r a l productio n, energy pr oduc tion (nuclear,

hydro, and coal), education and health, strategic a rms

lim~tations

a nd

genetic engineering are a few examples where expect ed benefits must be

weighe d agai ns t uncert a in and possibly severe los se s.

Hence, judgment

under r isk and un ce rta inty constitut es an impo rta nt a r ea of s tudy.
I n th e ag ri c ultural sector, whi ch is th e main conce rn of this
study, farming and ranching involves a g re at deal of ri sk since these
enterprise s are not only business activities but a lso ways of life .
a business activ it y,
exc ha nge ,

As

that i s a sys t em of production , distri buti on and

it is susceptible to all social and economic unce rtainti es

which any o the r simila r econom ic act i vity , s uch as mining or industry,
is called upon to face .

As a mode of living, it has been r eckoned wi t h

all the personal un certain ties arising from death o r impairment of
health of the farmer or rancher th r ough sickness and accident and also
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from the inability of agricultu r al laborers to sell or effectively
employ their labor power.

On top of all

these,

agriculture is

especially susceptible to the physical variations of nature since it
requires, as distinguished from most other majo r forms of business
enterprises ,
of nature .

extensive , direct and continuous contact with the forces
Major operations have to be car ried on in the open and the

operator must be prepared to deal with vari ous adverse elements like

etc .

drought , flood , frost , hail, s t orm , earthquake, fire
these hazards can make agriculture a very risky enterprise.

All

The risk

elements faced by ag ricultur al p r oduce rs are generally classified into
p roduction and pri ce risk.

L.

Production risk is the risk whi ch affects output and which

arises because of variations in the combination of iputs to produce
output .

Production ri sk is also caused by variations in we athe r,

prevalence

of

pest

and

disease ,

natural

causes,

such

as

fi re,

earthquake and drought, as well as varia ti ons in the application of

t ec hnology in pr oduction.
2.

Price risk is the risk which affects the price the producer

r eceives for the goods he produces or the inputs he plans to purchase.
Price variability may be gene r ated by supply variability or demand
variability .

For

the

market

as

a

varia bility are intimately connected :

varia tions in prices .

whole,

price

and

production

variations in ou tput lead to

These variations affect the fa rmer's income , his

purchasing power and his level of satisfaction (utility).
There is another form of risk which reflects the combined effects

of production (or t echno l ogical risk) and price risk.

This is the
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concept of profit risk (Epstein,

1978) .

Net returns may be quite

variable and this va riabilit y can be produced from a combination of
risky factors .

Problem Statement

During the past decades , economists and econometricians have
realized more and more the importance of the ris k factor in under standing the behavior of producers and have developed formal models to

analyze the consequences of risk.

There have been numerous studies in

the litera ture conce rning the problem of inco rpo rating price risk into
the behav i o r of a competitive firm.

However , in spite of these efforts

and the importance of vari a tion in production, o ur understanding of
r isk in production remains r a ther limited .

Particular limitations

sti ll exis t in the empirical charac t e riz a t ion of risk.
Recent adva nc es in the theory of the firm and behavior toward
risk,

such as the development of

(Sandmo, 1971; Rothschild

&

have presented a rich theory .

the concept of

Stiglitz, 1 970;

increasing

Batra

&

risk

Ullah, 1974)

However, little work has been done to

incorporate these concepts in empir i cal firm behavior resear c h to
assess the impact that an increasing l y risk y environment has on the
organization of pr oduc ti on and supply .

Little work has been done to

test some hypotheses about the consequences of r isk.

The possible

exceptions are some recent empirical developments by Just and Pope
(1978),

and Anderson and Griffiths (1982) .

Some of this

work is

subject to question since many of the aspects of risk may have been
igno r ed (Antle, 1983a; Epstein, 1978) .

The main purpose of this study

is to develop some empirical production structures which do incorporate

risk elements and which can be used to access the impacts of risk on
the organization of production, particularly agricultural production.

Objectives
The ove rall objective of this research is t o advance our knowledge
a bout the consequences of risk and the behavior toward risk in the

or ganization of production, particularly agricultural production.

This

objective is to be achieved by making use of the recent developments in
th e theory of the firm , behavior toward increasing risk,
theory , and some develOpments in applied econometrics.
risk theory and duality is first

made

in order

to

duality

A review of

develop some

empirical production structures which can be used to assess the impacts

of risk in production and to test some hypotheses about producer
behavior toward increasing ri sk .

Subsequently, some techniques in

applied economet rics are reviewed to show the direction in which
empirical analysis might take to analyze some of the impacts of ri sk .

The specific objec tives of the study are:
1.

Review the theoretical developments in risk theory and duality

to develop app ropriate production structures capable of incorporating
and measuring the elements of risk which producers face ;
2.

Combine these concepts and st ruct ur es with recent developments

in applied economet ri cs to specify empirical production structures and

risk elements and to derive some testable hypotheses; a nd
3.

Apply the empirical concepts to an example of agricultural

p roduction in the face of risk .

Particularly an application wi l l be

made t o a range livestock pr oduction example in Utah .
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Some of the concepts which will be cha r ac t e r ized and incorporated
include the following:
1.

Risk ave r sity and measures of risk aversity .

2.

Hean pr ese rv i ng increasing risk or mean prese r ving spread.

3.

The use of th e increasing ri sk co ncept r elative t o th e mean

variance approach for testing hypotheses a bout behavior toward r isk.
4.

Stochast i c production, profit risk and price risk.

5.

The connection between

the elastic it y of supply , pri ce risk,

and flexibility in production.
6.

The impact of r isk on outpu t, demand for inputs and profit.
Literature Review

The traditional theor y of produce r behavior does not include the
behavior toward ri sk.

The expected utility framework which originated

in the late 1940s wi th the work of Von Neumann and Morgenstern ( 1947)
and Fri edman and Savage ( 194 8) gene raliz e d the th eory to account fo r
risk elements .

According to this analysis ,

it is possible,

given a set of

ass umptions, to assign cardinal utility va lues to consequences in such

a way that the expected utility of a n y action suffices to r ank the
actions according to the individual 's prefe r ences .

The conclusion of these developments suggests that if the utility
function can be qualified , it is possible to maximize expected utility

under uncertainty.

The assumptions which desc ri be the behavior within

the expected utility hypothesis are often referred to as the Von
Neumann- Horgenste r n axioms and are stated as follows:
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Complete - orde r ing Axiom .

1.

The decision maker is assumed to

have ·consistent preordering ove r actions .
alternatives

A and

B,

one

of

th e

Fo r example , give n the two

following

must

be

true :

The

individ ua l prefers A t o B, he prefers B t o A, or he is indifferent
betw een

th em .

The

in divi du al ' s

eval u ation of alterna ti ves

is

transitive; i f he prefers A to Band B to C, he prefers A to C.
2.

Continui t y Axiom .

Given three arbitra r y consequences A, B and

C, assume that A is preferred to Band B to C.
th ere exists some probability P , 0

< P < 1,

The axiom asse r ts that

such that th e consume r is

ind iffe r e nt between the outcome B with ce rt ain t y and a lottery ti cket
(P ,

A, C) .

3.

Independence Axiom .

Assume that the individual is indifferent

b etween A a n d Ban d th a t C is a n y o ut co me whatever .
ticket

L 1 offe r s

r espectively ,

ou t comes

and another

probabilities P and 1-P,
lotte r y ticke t s .

A and

Lz

C with

If one lottery

p r obability

P and

1-P,

the outcomes B and C with the same

the individual is indiffere nt between the two

Simi l a rl y , if he pr efe r s A to B, he will p r efe r L 1 to

Lz ·
4.
A to B.

Unequal- probability Axiom .

Let L 1 = (P 1 , A, B) a nd L 2 = (P 2 , A, B).

prefer L 2 to L 1 if a n d only if Pz
5.

Assume that the individual prefers

Compound - lottery Axiom .

L 4 ) where L 3

= (P 3 , A, B) and L 4

=

> P 1•
Let L 1 = (P p A, B) and L 2 = (P 2 , L 3 ,
(P 4 , A, B) , be a compound lo tt ery in

which the p rizes a r e lottery tickets .

Pzp3

= (1 - Pz)

Consequently ,
Similarly ,

P4•

Th e individual will

L2 is equivalent to L 1 if

=

Give n L 2 the probability of obtaining L 3 is P 2 •

the probability of obtaining A through L 2 is

the

Pz

proba bilit y

of

obtaining

L4

is

( 1- P 2 ) ,

and

P 2 P 3•
the

probability of obtaining A through L4 is (l - P2 ) P4•

The probability of

obtaining A with L 2 is the sum of the two probabilities .

The

individual evaluates lottery tickets only in terms of the probabilities
of obtaining the prizes , and not in terms of how many times he is
exposed to a chance mechanism .

These axioms are very general, and it may be difficult to object
to them on the grounds that the y place unreasonable restrictions upon

the individual's behavio r.
pla usible behavio r.

=

they rule out some types of

Conside r a person who de r ives satisfaction from

the sheer act of gambling .
other than P

However ,

It is conceivable that there exists no P

1 or P = 0 for such a perso n , so that he is indifferent

between outcome B with certainty and the unce r tain prospect consisting

of A and C;

the person may always prefer t he "sure thing" to

dubious prospect.

the

This type of behavior is rul ed out in the continuity

axiom and the compound lottery axiom .

These axioms are fundamental to

modern r isk analysis since , in general , the expected utility framework
outlined is usually invoked in most investigations .

Optimization Models Unde r Risk
Since the early 1950s researchers have attempted to model the firm
for improved explanation of farmer's behavior toward risk.

The topi c

of portfolio choice , especially under co nditions of ri sk , has t aken a
number of variations .

In one guise o r another, but particularly und er

the headings of linear or non- linear mathematical programming,
been a

focus

of

interest

in recent

years .

This has led

it has

to

th e

development of a va riet y of mathematical algorithms for portfolio
choice.
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Developments in Portfo li o Theory
Portfolio t heo r y is an efficiency criterion that identifies a set

of farm plans that minimize variance (maximize expected returns) for
give n levels of expected r etu rn (va ri ance) , from which risk-averse
producers can find their expected utility- maximizing solution.

This

set of farm plans, often referred to as the expected value - variance

(EV) set, is efficien t because it restricts the search fo r p ref erred
solutions to those EV effici ent plans.
Portfolio theory originally was developed to answer such financial
questions as to why investors diversify their portfolios of

finan ~ial

assets, why they hold cash balances and how capital asset pri ces are
determined.

Portfo lio theory is now experiencing wider ap plication

in clud in g use in stud ie s of farm planning under risk.

Heady (1952)

suggested something like the portfolio theory in agricultural economics
at

about

the

same

time it

was

being discovered

discussed mean - va rian ce relationships and

diversification t o reduce variance .
classic work

11

in finance .

He

the importance of

Later, R. J . Freund (1965) in his

th e int r oductio n of risk into the programming model, "

used a quadratic model in a whole-fa rm planning situation.

Pra c ti ca l

application of quadratic risk progra mming in agriculture have not been
numerous due to deficiencies of data ,

programming a lgorithms.

and difficulties with quadra tic

Researchers have found that the size of

problems that can be included in quadratic programs are limited .
result,

a

number

programming models

of

attempts

that

have

been

made

to

develop

As a
linear

take account of risk in whole-farm planning .

The most notable of these efforts have been those of Mcinerney (1967) ,
Hazell (1970), Broussa rd and Petit (1967) , and Chen and Baker (1974).

In agricultural economics,

these extensions of linear programming

aimed at accommodating risk include the incorporation of game theory

decision criteria in a risk programming formulation,
constraints on maximum admissible loss ,
deviation

in place of

the use of

the use of mean absolute

variance as a measure of

programming and multistage linear programming.

risk,

separable

All of these models,

including quadratic risk programming, minimize a measure of risk for a

range of possible levels of expected return, subject to the ordinary
farm resource constraints .

The models vary only with respect to the

measure of risk used .

Game Theo r y Approaches
Game theory models are linear pr ogramming models where additional
constraints are constructed to assure that the decision maker maximizes
profit in the event that the most adve r se situations occur.

These

models are based on the assumption that all the risks facing the
producer can be observed in historical net revenues .

The problem

maximizes the farm profit Z, in the event that the most adverse of
possible states of nature occurs, subject to the constraints

n

E C

j=l rj

XJ. - Z ~ F

r

=

1 , ... s

(1)

where Crj is the net revenue per unit of activity j for state rand F

is a vector of activity levels (Anderson, Dillon,

&

Hardaker, 1977) .

This procedure was developed by Mclnernery (1967) and extended by
Hazell ( 1970).
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~laximum

Admis sible Loss Approach

Br o ussa r d 's and Pe tit 's ( 1967) "f oc us-l oss co nstr aint " or "maximum

admissible

loss" approach

i nv o l ves

the

addition

to

the

linear

pr og ramming model of constrai nt s designed to limit the risk of ruin.

A

maximum admissible loss co nstr ain t Lis the dif fe r ence between his
expected profit and the minimum level of profit he needs t o meet his

family's necessities.

Admissible l oss i s defined by :

0

L: E(Z) - Zc:

where j is defined as a

11

E E(C.)X . - E(F) - Zc
j=l
J J

(2)

n o rmal " net revenue per unit unit E(Cj) and

E(F) is th e expected a mount of workin g capit a l.

The f oc us

loss

co n s traint, Zc, is the minumum l eve l of pr ofit necessa r y t o mee t the

minimum fa mily consumption level (Anderson, Dill on, & Hardaker, 1977)
1 , 2 , ... n

( 3)

whe r e Rj is the difference between the normal activity net revenue and
the net r even ue during a n off seaso n.

The e qu atio n s t a t es t hat the

ac ti v it y safety cons traints wil l be satisfied if not the possible
def iciency of any activity ' s net re ven ue does not exceed a specified

f r ac ti on 1/k of the admissible loss .
Although r isk cons traints derived in this fashion appea r somewhat
a rbitrary , Br oussa rd and Petit ( 19 67) p r ovi d e a fo rm al j u s t ification
for

t hei r use whe r e ac ti vity net revenues are independently

dist ribut ed .
dist ribut ed ,

norr.~ally

If activ i ty net revenues a r e independently normall
the focus - loss constraints wil l

restri ct the chance that

11

profit will fall below the chosen critical level Zc by some maximum
probability level .

Whethe r the activity ne t revenues are independently

normally distributed is an empirical pr oblem associated with each
r esearch application .
Hean Absol ut e Deviation Approach
Th e mean absolute deviation o r MOTAD approach closely pa r allels
quadra t ic pr og r amming , but without the need fo r a nonlinear programming
algo r ithm .

"In fact ,

i n the situation whe r e activity net revenues are

normally distributed,
same

results.

MOTAD and quadratic programming will yield the

It also permits

the incorporation of assessed

probabi lit ies of occu rr ence of alternative s t a tes of nature .

The unbiased esti ma t e of the mean abso l ute deviatio n of
expec t ed farm pr of i t is :
s

M

s-1 E

n

E (Crj - Cj)Xjl

(4)

r=l j=l
where S is the sample size, n is the number of activities , and C is the

net r evenue obse r vable for the jth activity .

This r isk equation is

inco rporated into a linear pr og r amming model by Hazell (1970) .
mi nimi zes the mean absolute deviation,

E(Z) ove r a relevant range.

M,

Hazell

by varying expected pr ofit

This method ge ner ates [E(Z) , M]) over

efficient farm plans .
Separable Prog r amming
The separab l e programming problem is recognized as an ordinary
linear programming problem except for the nonlinear characteristics of
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the income variance constraint.

The variance constraint is of th e

form:

In this fo rmulation of the variance const raint,

aj 2is the variance of

annual income for the jth enterprise , Xj is the jth activity level,
~k

is the covariance between the annual incomes of the jth and kth

enterprises, and V is the variance (Anderson, Dillon

& Hardaker, 1977).

Separable programming provides a technique for approximating a

nonlinear objective function so long as it can be represented as a sum
or difference of nonlinear functions of single arguments .
constraint, Equation 5,

can be written in this form if,

The va riance
co rr esponding

to each nonzero cova riance term , two new variables Zjkl and ZjkZ can be
defined as:

(6)

and then use is made of the iden ·tity:

(7)

In

this

revised

formation,

Eq uations

6 are

added

as

additional

constraints to the problem and Equation 7 is substituted into Equation

5 to get Equation 8, a form which can be accommodated with sepa r able
programming techniques:

13

ra . 2
J

x. 2 + 2 r ajk zJ.kl
J
j<k

2

- 2

r

j(k

aJ.k zJ.k 2

2

~ v

(8)

Each of the sepa rabl e , nonlinear fu nct ions on the left-hand side of
Equation 8 is then repla ce d by a pie ce wise lin ear app r oxima ti on , a nd
the separable programming model of a linea r and separable program can
be used t o do the computations .
Multistage Linear Prog ramming
Chen

and

Bake r

(1974)

have

show n how

a

multistage

lin ea r

prog r amming p r oced ure can be u sed with a "ma r gi nal ris k cons t raint

c riterion" to app r oximate the (E , V) f r ontier of quadratic pr ogramming.
Their method is more firmly based on decision theory axioms than the
game theor y a nd maximum admissible lo ss a pproaches, but it is likely t o
be s uitable fo r l a r ge problems onl y when the number of ri sky activities
is r e l a ti vely small (Anderson, Dillon,

&

Ha rd ake r, 1977).

The basis for the multi s t age linear pr og ramming procedure is the
marginal ri sk cons tr ain t .

Given the total varian ce of return , X'WX ,

the marginal con tribution of each X t o the t o t al variance is
n

2

r a jk xk ,
k=l

a linea r f unc tion of Xj, whe re

a jk is the es ti ma t ed cova r iance between

the returns from activities Xj a nd Xk .
inc reases .

However,

This value increases when X

the expected unit inco me, C, is often ass umed t o

be constant ove r a specified range .

The farme r's r isk ave rse behavior

may be exp r essed i n t erms of a marginal ri sk const r aint (MRC) .

This

co nstraint restri c ts the ac tivity's ma rginal cont r ibution t o ri sk
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within a ce rt a in functional va lue of expec ted unit income .

This MRC is

imposed for each nonzero ac t ivi t y .

The idea underlying this c rit erio n was originally de ri ved f r om the
fac t that if Xj is the optimal plan , it s hould not be activated beyond
th e point wh e re th e ma r ginal expected utility of Xj is zero .

Let the

expected utility function t o be maximized be g iven as:

E(u)

If Xj

+0 ,

then E(u)

C'X + A

I

(9)

2X'WX

= ~j = a

Thus no single activity can be activated beyond the level at which it s
marginal expec t ed utility is zero.
Limitations of Portf olio Theo ry
. A li mita ti on of the portfolio theory is that not all producers can
find th ei r preferred plan in the (E , V) se t.

Tob in ( 1965) sh owed t he

(E,V) set

wit h quad r a t ic utilit y

to

be efficien t

for

inv esto r s

functions, and Sam uel so n (19 67) showed it t o be efficient for riskave r se in vesto r s

on l y if

norm ally distributed .

t he o ut comes from investment plans are

For other classes of producers a nd probability

di s tributi o n s , the utility f uncti o n does not necessarily include the

p r eferred plan.

Mo r eove r,

when the (E , V) set is obtained u sing

quadratic programming methods , the portfo l io theory imposes additional
l imitatio n s .

Activities a r e r equired to be completely divisible,

nonnega ti ve and linea r.

Most physical prod uc t ion processes, however, are not linear, asset
choices a re not always divisible ,

and output is rarely ce rtain .

Yet ,
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to allow for nonlinear production functions ,

individual asset choices

or stochastic output separate from stochastic prices are problems not

amenable to risk programming.
portfolio theory?

How serious a r e these limitations of the

It is paradoxical that the normality assump ti on for

which the portfolio theory is most ofte n c riti cized appears to be the
l east objectionable.

More objectionable are the linearit y assumption

and the exclusion of output risk.

Output variability seems at least as

important as price variability and is less easily managed .

In

addition , the assumption that asset choices are completely divisible is
often violated in real - world farm planning.
These same criticism do not apply to financial applications of the
portfolio theory.

When building investment plans of financial assets ,

choices are characterized by linear ,
only price risk is important.
divisible .

certain pr oduction functions and

Furthermore ,

financial assets are more

Hence , as an empirical tool,

portfolio th eo ry can be

applied correctly and usefully to fin a ncial allocation problems .

It

appears less appropriate as a farm planning and decision-making tool
where nonlinear physical processes characterize farm
environment .

firms '

As a result, over time more flexible empirical tools may

replace traditional portfolio models .
Monte Carlo Programming

The Monte Ca rlo programming technique which allows for nonlinear
production func tion s , indivisible asset c hoices and variabi lit y in
output as well as prices (Anderson, Dillon,

&

Hardaker, 1977) .

Monte

Carlo programming is related to the mathematical programming methods of
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planning

under

risk.

In

this approach the planning problem is

formulated in a fashion similar to that needed for other programming
methods, but portfolios of activity levels are selected at random .
Portfolios so generated are first tested for feasibility and are then
eval uated in terms of some specific objective function .

A la rge number

of such portfolios can be inspected , and a selection of the best can be
prin t ed out .

The procedure is thus one of search.

Two important

advantages of Monte Carlo programming are, first, that it is very easty
to take account of in t egar cont raints on activities and, second,

almost any form of objective function can be applied .

that

In particular, a

uti l ity function defined in terms of the mean and variance of to t al net
revenue is readily computable .

Monte Car l o programming provides a very flexible
generating good farm plants .

means of

I t s flexibility extends from int eger

specifications to suc h probabilistic feat ures as stochastic returns,
constraints and technica l

An arbitrarily large number of

coefficients.

near- optimal plans can be identified .

In this res pec t,

the procedures

for eliminating plans on the basis of stochastic dominance may be used
in

selecting

from

the

near - optimal

potentially desirable plans .

plans

a

smaller

number

of

The main disadvantages of the procedure,

however, are that the programs must be developed by the researcher and
require a large amount of computer time.

Stochastic Programming
Thus far the discussion has been developed to the case where only
the activity net revenues are stochastic .

Unfortunately,

in practice ,

risk is seldom if e v er confined to those coefficients .

Both the
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technical

coefficients

and

some

resource

stocks,

respectively,

represented by the a and b coefficients may be stochastic.

Programming

methods which deal with risk in resource constraints are usually known
under

the

generic

name

of

stochastic

programming.

Stochastic

programming problems are classified into sequential and nonsequential
problems.

Sequential decision problems involve making two or more

related decisions at different points in time.

They have the property

that the later decision(s) may be influenced both by the known but
before the later decision(s) .

In nonsequential decision problems, all

decisions are made at one point in time, or if spread through time,
there is not the interweaving of decisions and uncertain events .

Because of the biological nature of the agricultural production
processes,

most farm

Unfortunately,

planning problems are sequential in nature .

these sequential problems are generally not very

amenable to solution by mathematic! programming methods.

As a result ,

few decision making studies involving risk have been conducted using

stochastic programming (Antle, 1983b) .
Current Risk Studies by Use of Production
Structures and Econometrics Models

The

literature

involving measurement of

risk by

the use

of

econometrics models is more limited than that of the optimization or

normative approach .

The work to date involves the incorporation of

risk variables in supply response equations utilizing times series
data .

Risk is viewed as a

expected outcome.

the dispersion around

the

Increasing risk represents a spreading of

measure of

the

subjective probability distribution around

the expected outc o me .
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Little work has been done to incorporate these concepts in production

structures

(profit ,

establishing

the

cost

dual

and

production

relationship

functions) .

between cost

and

The

theory

production

functions, and profit and production functions, has not been widely
used to study the impact of risk, particularly increasing risk, on
producer's behavior.

Estimation of profit,

cost,

and

production

functions incorporating risk is an important area of study that has not

yet been sufficiently developed.
During the early 1970s, Lau and Yotopoulos (1972), using duality
theory, showed how to estimate a Cobb-Douglas profit function and labor
demand for India .

However, the study did not include risk analysis.

Four of the most significant efforts to incorporate risk and increasing
risk into production structures and the effects these risks have on
decision maker behavior are the studies of Just and Pope (1978),
Anderson and Griffiths (1982), Epstein (1978), and Antle (1983b).
The work of Just and Pope produced a stochastic specification of a
production function that is capable of measuring both the effect of
inputs on the mean of output and the effect of inputs on the variance

of output .

Using the method suggested by Just and Pope, Anderson and

Griffiths estimated a Cobb- Doublas Production function for the pastoral
zone of Eastern Australia which incorporated a concep t of stochastic

production.
In his theoretical work, Epstein suggested that through duality
and the profit functi on a functional form could be found which could be
flexible for assessing the impact of risk.

This development pointed

the direction which emp iric al analysis might take t o assess the impacts
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of

production behavior .

Antle's study measures

the effects of

in c reasing risk on decision makers using a moment flexible based
approach.

Risk is characterized to influence other moments about the

mean in addition to the variance.

If increasing risk truly affects the

tails of any pr obability distribution , then the method of moments
allows an explicit characterization of these effects .
This

present study uses

these latter studies as a base for

developing the empirical concept of increasing risk and
incorporation in empirical production structures .

its
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CHAPTER II
RISK DEFINITIONS, MEASURES, AND
BEHAVIOR TOWARD RISK
Economists have , for a long time , modelled consume r behavior on
the assumption that the consumer's preferences between goods can be

presented by an ordinal utility function defined over these goods .
This is possible if the consumer has stable preferences and if he is
rational,

that

is,

consistent

in making

choices .

Given enough

obse rv a ti ons , i t is possible to derive this utility function by
observing the consume r' s choices at different prices and level s of
money income , and then using this info rm ation to predict the consumer's

behavior once his income and prices have been specified.

If it is also

assumed that the cons um er is well informed about the consequences of
his own choices, and further, if it is as sumed that the consumer is

concen red with his own satisfaction , then we can draw certain welfare
co nclusions of the form

11

if the consum e r chooses A rather than B when

both choices are feasible , then his own welfare or satisfaction is
higher with A than with B. "

Further , i f we accept an individualist

welfare ethic , then ce rt ain normative consequences follow, and the
utility function can be used not only to describe behavior , or for

prediction,
(Newbe rr y

but also fo r welfare a nalysis to evaluate soc ial choi ces
&

Stiglitz,

1981) .

In choices involving risk, most individuals would prefer an action
which has a su re return, Y, to a nothe r action which yields a ris ky
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return with the same expected value .

A rational individual should also

be able to compare alternative risky choice.
Under certain assumptions,

derived in Chapter I,

individuals act

as though they had a utility function defined over the conseq uence s of
their choices , and will choose the ac tion which maximizes the expected
value , not of the outcome,

but the utility of the outcome .

This

individual behavior in the face of risk can be described as if the
individual maximizes E U(Y), the expec t ed value of the utility, U, of
the risky outcome , Y.
Definiti on of Risk
Risk is most commonly defined as the variation in the out come that
could occur ove r a specified period in a g iven s ituati on .
measured

by

the

variance

around

the

mean

outcome .

individual's tastes and preferences for risk taking,

classif i ed as risk ave rt e rs,
attitudes toward rish.

It is

Given

the

persons

are

risk neutral and risk prone in their

This classification is ve r y important for the

understanding of the measu res of absolu t e and relative risk aversion.

In general , most pr oducers are risk ave rt ers .
Risk Aversion
For a risk-averse individual,
in Figure 1 where U is concave .
notion of

risk aversion ,

the utility function U(Y) appears as

To see if that does co rr espond to the

let ' s

calculate the expected utility

associated with a random income.

+ r

with probability 1/ 2

- r

with probability l/2

y

(10)
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Utility

U(Y+r)
U(Y) :> EU (Y)
IJ(y)
EU(Y)

U( Y-r)

Y-r

Figure 1.

y

y

Y+r

Income

Concave utility function for a risk averse individual .
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The expected utility is given by

E U(Y)

1/2

{ U( Y + r) + U(Y - r) ) ,

(11)

and is and equal weighting halfway between the two utility l evels .

But

note from the diagram that with a concave utility function, this is
less than U(Y) , the utility associa t ed with the sure income of Y.

The

difference between the two is a measure of the cost of the risk in

terms of loss of expected utilit y.

This cost can also be measured by

asking how much of his sure income he would be willing to give up, and
still prefer the sure income of the risky one .

That is, what sure

income is equivalent (in utilit y that it y ields) to the random income.

In the diagram, Y gives the same utility and is referred to as the

It can be defined formally by the

ce rt ainty equivalent income.
equation

(12)

EU(Y)

The difference between the mean incom e Y and its certainty equiva l ence

is sometimes referred to as the ri sk premium (or the cost of the risk):
p

y -

y

(13)

The magnitude of the ri sk prem iu m (the cost of risk) can be related to
the shape of the utility function and the probability distribution
function of returns .

We would expect that an incre ase in r isk would

increase the risk premi um and so would an increase in risk aversion .
For example , an increase in r is an increase in riskiness .

Fr om

Figure 1, we immediately see that this does increase the size of the

risk premium (it reduces the ce rtainty eq uivalent income) .
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Similarly,

"curved

11

greater

utility function .

risk aversion

is

associated

with a

more

In the limiting case of utility , which is a

straight line (U ' = 0), there is no risk aversion (such an individ ual
is called risk neut r al) .

The risk premi um is zero, regardless of the

size of the risk (Newbe rr y & Stiglitz ,

1981).

These concep t s are made

more precise in a series of papers by Ar row (1965) ,
Rothschild a nd Stiglitz ( 19 70,

Pratt (1964),

1975), and Diamond and Sti glitz ( 19 74) .

For a risk prone person, the utilit y f un ctioq U(Y) appears as in Figu r e
2 , where U is convex .

In this case t he U(Y)

< EU(Y).

Measure of Risk Ave r s i on

A measure of an individual's r isk preference sho ul d indi ca t e
whet her his utility function exhibits risk ave r sion ,

r isk neutrality,

or

consistent

risk

preference,

a nd

should

be

identical

strategically equivalent utility functions.

or

for

The sign of th e first

derivative aU(Y)/aY = U'(Y) = 0 implies that wealth is desirable.

A

necessa r y and sufficient condition for risk ave r sion is that the second
derivative U" (Y) ~ 0 ,
function .
indi cates

aversion.

which indicates t he concavity of the u t ility

Even though the inequality sig n of the second derivative
risk aversion ,

it

cannot be us e d as a measure of

risk

Utility functions that are linear transf o rmations of ea c h

other may have different second derivatives, but c an have the same
measure of risk aversion .

Since risk aversion is associated with a

more cu rved utility function,

it i s natu ral to relate risk aversion to

the cu r vature of the utility function .

Arrow (1965) and Prat t (1964)

independently developed identical me a su res of risk aversion that
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Utility

U(Y+r)

EU(Y)

U(Y)

U(Y-r)

0
Y-r

Figure 2.

Y-r

Income

Convex utility fun ction for a risk prone individual.
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utilized both th e developed identical measures of risk aversion that
utilized both the first and second derivatives of the function .

They

defined absolute risk aversion as
U" (Y)
RA (Y)

2

(14)

-

U'(y)

and relative risk ave rsion as

Y U"(Y )
(15)

U'

(y)

which is also the e l as ticity of _ma r gina l utility , whe r e RR(Y) a nd RA(Y)
are defined as indexes of ri sk ave rsion .

Relative risk aversion can be

defined in terms of absolute r isk aversion where RR(Y) = YRA(Y) .

To

show that the measures are appropriate and useful, observe that U(Y)
can be expanded in a Taylor series.
If Y

= Y + h, then

h2
U(Y)

U(Y)

+

h U'(Y)

+- U" (Y) + ~ 3 (h)

(16)

h

where

A3 is a remainde r and

A3 /h 2 tends to ze ro, as h tends to zero.

If Y is now the variable defined in Equa ti on 10, h is a random variable
taking values

~

r with equal probability, so the expected value E U(Y)

is found by taking the expectation of Equation 16

EU(Y)

U(Y) + 1/2 r2

U" (Y) + E

A)(r) •
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The certainty equivalent income defined in Equations 12 and 13 can
likewise be expressed in a Taylor series :

U(Y)

U(Y- p)

U(Y) - pU'(Y) + r 2(p) ,

~

where r 2 /p tends to zero with p.

(17)

If r is small, then the remainder can

be igno r ed and since by definition

EU(Y) ~ U(Y)
it follows that the risk premium is approximately
U"('l)

- 1/2 r 2 - - -

p

1/2 RA ' Var Y

U'(Y)
so that abso lute size of the risk premium is approximately equal to
one-half of the variance multiplied by the coefficient of absolute risk
aversion .

However , it is more usual (and mo re useful) to express the

risk premium as a fraction of mean income:
p

y

r2
- 1/2-

y2

Y U"(Y)
(18)

U'Y

Where a y is the coefficient of variation of income.
Measures of Risk
Risk and va ri ability of prices or income are synonymous .

If we

comp letely eliminate price or income instability, the new distribution
of prices and income would be l ess variable than the old .
where A is the old and B the new price distribution.

See Figure 3
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Probability

Inco me

0

Figure 3.

Comparison between two probabilities distribution
with the same mean and different variance. A is
riskier than B.
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However, for reasons which will become clear, no stabilization

scheQe will ever completely eliminate risk.

Accordingly, we are faced

with the di fficult task of comparing distributions, both of which are
variable.

A natural solution to this problem is to lo ok at some

statistical measure of variability, like variance or the range of the
distribution .

Although this is a reasonable approach, and in many

circumstances it may be the only practicable approach ,
certain limitations which need to be bo rne in mind .

First,

there are
there are

si tuations where the mean would remain the same , the variance be

r ed uced , and ye t expected utility be lowered .

Given a probability

distribution of inc ome , let us assume that Y1 and Y2 are slightly
increased to hold the mean i ncome Y constant , and also the probability
of eit her Y1 or Y2 occurring is reduced (to lower the variance).

This

renders the individual worse off and lowers expected utility.
Thus , a reduction in variance, keepi ng the mean constant does not
necessarily co rre spond

to an

questions naturally aris e .

increase in expected utility .

Two

Are there circ um s tan ces in which it does?

The answer is "yes,' but they are very r estrictive a nd one must either

impose r estric ti ons on the utility f unction o r on the p r o babilit y
distribution function , i.e., (a) the utility function must be
quad r a ti c , or (b) the distribution of income must be fully described by
its mean and va riance.

The second condi tion appears to offer quite a

wide range of applications , but the appearance is deceptive as shown in
Chapter I.
The second question which we can ask is whether there is a way of

ranking distributions which is valid,

say ,

for all

r isk ave r se
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individuals.

The answer is 'yes,' but only a partial o rdering is

obtained, that is , all distributions cannot be ranked .
If two distributions are defined for incomes and denoted F and G,
F is more valuable than G if, (1) F could have been derived from G by
simply adding noise (that is , by adding an uncorrelated, purely random
term); (2) F could have been generated from G by taking some
probability weight from the center of the distribution and putting i t
into two tails, so as to keep the mean constant , as depicted in Figure
4 whi ch shows

the density function .

The resulting distribution

function is depicted in Figure 5.
The distribution function

F is

initially above

that

for G

(implying there is a higher probability of very low values) and
eventually it lies below G (this is clearly necessary if the two
distributions are t o have the same mean).

As a slight ge neralization,

F is more variable than G if

F(Y)dY

and
0

=

f

>

{ F(Y) - G(Y)}

[Y (F- G) ]:

(19)

G(Y)dY for all Y

+

0

f

dY

(20)

0

Yg(Y)dY -

£

YF (y)dY .

The second condition is simply that the two have the same mean, as the

i nt egration by part confirms since
[Y(F - G)]~

= 0 •

Fortunately, as Rothschild and St iglitz (1970) have shown ,
different approaches are fully equivalent .

If

these

F could have been
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Probability
Density

Figure 4.

Density functions .

Cunulative
Probability

G

0

Figure 5.

a

Distribution functions .

c

d
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derived from G by simply adding noise , then Equation 19 is always
satisfied (and conversely), and all risk averse individuals would
prefer G to F (and conversely).

This is a way of ranking distributions

when the mean of the relevant variable is held constant .

This is also an ambiguous method of describing increasing risk .
If a mean preserving spread is added to a p r obability function g, the

resulting function F will be riskier .

Moreover,

just as a mean

preserving spread lowers expected utility for all concave utility
functions,

a risk- averse individual prefers the original distribution

as Figure 6 suggests.

Mean- preserving sp r eads increase the expected

value of convex functions as shown in Figure 7.

This is why the

concept of mean preserving spread is powerful in economics where all

the productions structures are known to be either convex or concave.

The Theory of the Firm and Behavior
Toward Risk
Production is generally viewed within the context of the perfect
competition model.

Within the assumptions of the model, the producer

allocates resources to alternative enterprises in a manner which
maximizes total profit f rom all enterprizes .
The well known assumptions of this model are:

1.

A homogeneous products is produced within the industry.

2.

No one participant is large enough to influence product
price .

3.

All resources are totally mobile .
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U(Y)

U(Y)
EU(Y)

0

Figu r e 6.

y

Concave function.

EU (Y)

U(Y)

0

Figure 7.

Convex function .

y
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4.

All marke t participants have perfect knowledge of all
economic a nd technological fa c t ors .

The producer continues using inputs in a particular enterprise as
long as the va lue of the marginal produ c t of the input is g r ea t er than
o r equal to the cost of the input .

For an en t e r pri se with two inputs,

for exa mple, capital (k) a nd Labor (L) , price of output (p) , and ou t put
(Q) ,

the production function can be represent ed as ,
(21)

F (k , L) •

Q

The cos t of production is given by ,

c

r k + wL + F

( 22)

whe r e C is t o t a l cos t of p r o du c tion, F is fixed cost, a nd rand w a r e ,

r espec tiv ely , th e capi t a l an d labor inp ut pri ces .

Pr ofi t s are then

given by,

11

PQ - C

or

11

=

P F(k , L) - r k - wL - F •

(23)

Profits a re maximized wi th respec t t o both in puts a nd the maxim um

condi t ions a r e represented by taking th e first or der de ri vatives and
ge tting them eq ua l to zero .
dn
P Fk - r

dk

0

( 24)
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drr
P FL - w

(25)

0

dL
or
p Fk
p FL

r

~

w

for

aQ
Fk

aK

.

aQ
FL
aL

The first order conditions specify tha t the firm increases profit
by using inputs up to the point where the value of marginal produ ct (Fk
and FLare the marginal product of inputs) are equal to the price of
the inputs .

The second o rd er co nditions of profit maximization are

given by,
d 2n
P Fkk

<0

(26)

p FLL

<0

(27)

dk
d 2n
dk

The r.1arginal products must be decreasing,

derivatives Fkk ' FLL

<0

hence the second order

(since P is a positive price), therefore,

increases in the use of the inputs will decrease profits .
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Another goal of the firm is to establish the output level which

optimizes profit .

From duality theory and Equation 21, one can derive

the variable cost function as,

c

h(Q)

+ F

(28)

Marginal cost is given by

de
h'(Q) •
dh

PQ - h(Q) - F and thus , profit maxim i zing

Profits are then given by
outpu t is determined by ,

drr

p - H'(Q)

(29)

0

dQ

or P- h ' (Q) assuming a competitive market exists .

The first order

co n ditions specify t ha t profit maximization occurs at a point where

pr oduct pr ices and marg i nal cost are equal.
The second o r der conditions specify that the marginal cost be
increasing for profit maximization to occur (Henderson & Quandt , 1971 ) .

In neo - classical

theory,

the producer responds

which are known before production occurs .
function specifies the exact technical
in a world of perfect competition,
or production risk .

to product prices

In addition , the production

relationships of inputs .

Thus,

perfect knowledge implies no price

Hare recently, this theory has been extended to
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incorporate risk.

If the term "risk" implies that outcomes and their

objective probability distributions a re know n, it is possible t o assign

a fixed cost to t he ris k factor .

With this definition, risk can be

incorporated into the tr aditional theory of th e fi r m.
arises , how eve r,

The p r oblem

when probability dis tributi ons are not know n.

majo r business decision s a r e made under thi s definiti o n of ri sk.

Many
In

these situations , it is not possible t o dete r mine exact ana lytic values

(fixed cost) implied by risk.
The prod u ction pro cess involves time l ags .

This fact f orces

decision make r s to develop some form of a nticipation abo ut the future
s tat e of eco nomic events .

For example , the decisi o n t o make sizable

capital expenditures, capi t alized over a num ber of year s , is made with

imp erfec t knowledg e of the futu r e state of e conomi c affai rs .
l onge r th e tempora l l ag ,
knowledge .

Th e

th e g r eate r t he po t ential for imperfect

Risk , as defined in this s tud y, implies imperfect knowledge

about f uture economic outcomes .

Much of t he economic "liter a ture deals with behavioral explanations
of economic even t s .

Through the understanding of cause and effec t in

past events , pre dic tion of f uture event s be comes possible .

The desire

to und e r s tand economic interactions imp li es prediction s , which in turn
impli es

con trol .

accurately,

If

econom i c

r e l a tionship s can be p r edicted

g r ea t strides can be made in adapting economic desti ni es

toward ultim a te objectives .

Thus , the pr ocess of understanding,

pr ediction , and control enables businesses t o adapt to economic events

befo r e they occu r .
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In economics,
deg ree.

the level of understanding remains a matter of

While e nor mous progress has been made, still recognized is the

inability to unde r stand all of the va riables that dete r mine an economic
outcome , and thus, the limitations in fo rmi ng accurate predic ti ons.

Since th e fu tur e r emai ns un known , and knowl edge is im perfect , th e
decision maker mus t formulate some anticipat i on of wha t the future
sta te

of

common l y

economic events
ca ll e d

11

will be .

expec t a t ions "

deve l oping expecta tions ,

in

These anticipations a r e
th e

economic

literature.

more
In

the individua l de fi nes some expected outcome .

This outcome repr esen ts the me an value of the pro babi lity distribution.
The nature of the indi vi dual 's su b jec ti ve probability d i strib uit on
a r o un d the expec t e d o utc ome is a measu r e of the pe r ceived ri skiness .

The wider the dispersion a r o und

t he expected out come

the g r ea ter the

deg r ee of perceived r isk.

Fi rm Behavio r When Output Price
is Unknown
When the ass u mption of perfect know l edge is r elaxed,

the fi r m no

longe r knows outpu t price at the time the prod uction decis i on is made .
Instead , the firm develops some expectations of the p r od uct pri ce it

wil l receive .

This product price is a random variable about which

s ubjecti ve pr o bab ilit y distributi ons are f o rmed .

The question then

becomes , how does product price risk affect the op timizing output
leve l s?
The ana lysis of the effe c t of ri sk on ou t put assumes the fi r m
a ttemp ts to maximize the expected u tilit y of p r ofits in the sho rt run

(Sand mo , 1971).

The utility funct i on i s ass um ed to be co n tinuous,

differentiable ,

and co ncave throughout .

The fi r st de ri vative is
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assumed to be positive , indicating the f ir m pr efers more profit to

less , while the second derivative is negative indicating tha t marginal
utility is a declining function in pr ofit .
derivative indicates ri sk aversion.

U'(n)

>0

and U" (n)

<0

The negative second

Thus
au (n)

for U' (n)

U"(n)

Using the cost function in the first section of the chapter ,
C(Q)

2

h(Q) + F

the pr ofit func tion is given by,
n

He r e

p,

ou t put

expec t ation of

price,

is

2

pQ - h(Q) - F •

assumed

>. , i.e., E[p]

2

A.

to

be a

r andom

va ri able

with

Thus , the expected utilit y of

pr ofits is :
E[(UpQ- h(Q) -F)]

(30)

The firm ' s goa l i s t o maximize the expected utility of profits , and
taking t he first derivative with respect to Q and equating to ze r o , the
fi r st o rd e r condition i s :

dE[U(n)]
E[U'(II)(p - h'(Q))J
dQ
and the second order condition is:

0 '

(31)
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E[U"(1r)(p- h'(Q)) 2 - U'(1r)h"(Q)] ( 0

(32)

Unde r conditio ns of certainty , th e price of the o utput and marginal
cos t s are equal.

The following analysis illustrates how the assumption

of output price r isk alters this equation.
Rewriting the first deriva tive (Equation 30) as

(33)

E[U'( 1r )h '(Q)]

E[U ' ( 1r )p]

and subtracting E[U1l)] from bo th sides of Equation 32) gives :
E[U'( 1r ) (p Since E[ 1r ]

E(U'( lT ) (h'(Q) -

)]

l )] •

l q- h(Q)- F, th en
1T = E( " ) + ( p - A )Q

and when p

(34)

>

l ,

U' ( lT )

~

U'[E( 1r )]

(35)

from Equati on 35 .

Subtracting

(p - l ) from both sides of Equa ti on 35 gives :
U' 1r (p - l )

~

U' (E[ lT ]) (p - l )

(36)

Taking expectations on both sides of Equation 36
E[U'(1r) (p- A)]

U' (E [ 1r ] )E(p - l ) •

(37)

Sin ce E(p - A ) e quals zero, the ri gh t ha nd side o f Eq ua ti on 37 eq u als
zero which im pl i es t ha t the l eft hand side is negative.
A)]

If E[U1 1T )( p -

is negative, this implies from Equation 34 that:
E[U' (-c ) ] (h'(Q) -

!. )

<0

.

(38)
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Since marginal utility

U'( ~ )

is always positive , marginal cost h'(Q)

must be less than !. , i.e, "h'(Q)

<

I f the p r oduct price is known

A •

with certainty , profit maximizing output occurs when marginal cost
equals product price.

Assuming risk in o u tput price,

the assumptions above ,
expected price .

the firm,

under

pr oduces where mar ginal cost is less than the

From this analysis one concludes that own price risk

has a negative impact on production response for the risk averse firm .

Effect of an Inc r ease in Price
Risk on the Level of Output
Produced by the Firm
Increasing

price

risk

can

be

defined

as

a "stretching 11

or

spreading of the p r oba b ility dist r ibution of prices around t he mean

price .

Increasing risk is also called a mean - preserving spread .

The effect of increasing p r ice risk on f ir m output is analyzed by
using two shift pa r ameters:

one multiplicative (a ) and one ad diti ve

( 6 ) such as

aP + 6

where

P is output price .
If a alone changes , this alters E(P) , the expected price or mean

p r ice, so 6 must be adjusted so that dE( a P + 6) = 0 .

This can be done

by specifying that,

de
- A

(39)

(aP + G)Q - h(Q) - F

(40)

da

The profit funct ion is then

~

(Q)
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Taking

the

partial

of Q with

r espect

to o. (the change in output

associated with a small change in risk) ,

dQ
do.

1
A- E[U"(1r)(p - A)(p- h'(Q))] - - E[U'(?T)(p - A)]

(41)

D

D

where D is the second order derivative from Equation 32.

The last term

is negative and the sign of the first term is indeterminate for the
general case.

However, in the perfect knowledge situation, it has been

shown that marginal cost = p = A or h'(Q) =
for h'(Q) ,

A.

If A is substituted

the first term becomes ,

1

-Q- E[U'(1r)(p -A) 2 ] •
E

( 41)

Since the second derivative, D, is negative, 0 11 ( 7r ) is negative, and

(p - l ) 2 positive, the first term must be negative.

Thus, the increase

in price risk leads to lower output .

A similar analysis has been worked out by Masarani a nd

Grisley

(1978) for the case where both the product price as well as th einput
price are random variables .

The basic procedure in the analysis is to

compare the output level under both the risk averse and risk neutral

cases .

For the risk neutral case , the random variables are considered

to be the mean of the r andom

variable~

probability distribution .

The

risk neutral case is then considered to be the no risk cas e since the
price means are treated like certain prices .

Comparisons of

the

risk

neutral to the risk averse case then provide a measure of output under
conditions of risk versus no price risk .

This type of a na lysis ha s
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also shown that output under risk will be less than the risk neutral
case (Grisley , 1980).
Variability in prices and output are problems that have lead
researchers to develop decision models of resources allocation under

risk .

These mode ls such as the mean - variance approach or portfolio

analysis, have improved our ability to understand producer behavior
under risk and uncertainty.

Review of the Mean Variance Approach to
Assessing Risk and Its Limitations
In Chapter I,

we made a brief presentation of portfolio analysis

and its limitations.

In this section we show how the mean - variance

analysis is used for empirical study of producer behavior toward risk
and show why a better app r oach is needed .
To

illustrate

the

mean-variance

analysis

applied

to

risky

portfolio choice , let us assume th at we are dealing with a decis ion
maker who is content to evaluate consequences in terms o f profit and

whose utility function for profit is quadratic in form so that the mean
and variance are the only moments relevant to his risky choice.
this case,
prospects,

In

the problem of portfolio cho ice from a se t of n ris ky
each of which may be taken up to any va r ying degrees within

the constraints of total available funds, may be specified as foll ows .
Let r 1

~

expected net return per unit of investmen t in prospect i, i

1, 2 ... n.
prospect i .

~

a i = standa rd deviation of the per unit net return from

a ii = the variance of per unit net return from prospect i .

aij =cova riance of

the per unit net returns from prospects i and j.

Z
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=

total units of investment funds available.

alloca t ed to prospect L
mus t have qi ~ 0 and

qi = units of investment

If borrowing a nd lending a r e exc lud ed , we

E qi

~ Z; a nd any specified mixtu r e of then

r isky prospects will have an expected return of

(42)

E

and a variance of net re turn

n

n

n

n

v

(43)

Sub st ituting E and V int o the decision maker ' s utilit y functio n which
is q uadratic in q 1 , q 2 •• • qn, the problem is one of finding th e set of
values {Qi} which maximize
n

u

n

n

n

qiri + b( r qi r 0 )2 + b r
r oijqiqj
i=l
i=l
i=l j=l

r

E

subject to qi

>0

n

a nd

E

qi ~

( 44)

z.

i=l
The opportunity set of feasibl e portfolio lies on AB, the E-V frontier
(Figure 8) .
trangency,

Grap hic ally , th e E- V frontier is derived as th e locus of
poin ts between the iso- vari ance cur ves and the iso-revenue

curves of two d iff e r en t prospects.

This is depicted in Figure 9.

Empirically, the E- V frontier can be der i ved using a quadrati c
progra mming model where the value of an objective function is maximized
s ubj ec t

to

resource

co n straints .

This procedure of finding

the
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Mean (E)

E-V frontier

0

Figu re 8 .

A

Variance (V)

The tangency point (C) between the utility curve and
the E-V f r ontier (AB) is the optimum.
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''
Investment q
2

'

'

"
''

"" '
'

"

' , Iso-Revenue
' Curve

0
Investment q

Figure 9.

The E- V f r ontier is the lows of tangency between
the ! so - Revenue curve and the !so - Variance curve.

1
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E-V frontier as well as the derivation of the utility functions is
outlined by Lin, Dean and Moore (1974) .

Looking at Figure 8 , the

optimal portfolio set is the member of the efficient set that yields
the highest utility.

For a risk- averse person wi th sic- utility curves

u 1 , Uz, U3 , the tangency point (C) between th e E- V frontier and the
utility curve u2 , is optimum .

Each point on t he E-V frontie r can be

characterized by its means and va ri ance --t he opt i mum point C to be

chosen is the only portfolio choice which has a minimum variance, with
an expected leve l of income which maximizes utility .

This app r oach

suggests that behavior toward risk can just be anlayzed in terms of
mean and vari ance , since these characteristics are simple to est i mate
and manipulate.

This app roach cannot t el l us a bout the behavior towar d

risk when the variance of the mean out come c hanges ove r t ime, or as the
economic environment changes from one condi ti on risk to another.
The optim u m portfolio choice is made as a part of a one stage

decision pr ocess--once the choice is made the decision maker cannot
adjust to any change in risk conditions .

In order to capture the

effects of changes in risk conditions on the decision maker's behavior
one needs to introduce a two-stage decision process .

The Two- St age Dec is ion Process and

the Concept of Inc r easing Risk
In agriculture and ranching most production decisions a re made in
two

or

more

decision periods

simultaneously .

since all

inputs are not utilized

In the first period , fixed inputs are chosen when

prices of variable inputs and outputs and their variability are known.
In the second period ,

output and variable input prices and

their
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variability become known , output and variable input levels are then
selected.

This can be illustrated as given in Figure 10.

If all decisions for producing output are made in the fi rst stage
and fixed inputs are chosen in that s t age when prices of v a r iable
inputs and ou tputs a re unknown, the decision maker ca nnot adj ust to

changes in the var iab i lit y of prices .

The production technology, in

thi s case, is sepa rabl e between fixed input and variable ou tput s and
prices of output .

Once the fixed inp ut s are employed nothing can be

done t o adjust pr oduction to a change in pri ces or changes in the
variability of prices .
fixed

capital ,

In a ranching ente r prize , for example , when

or herd size a r e

chose n and subsequently expected

o utput s are selected, th e r e is nothin g the ran cher can do to adjust
excep t to substitute between variable inputs if all variable inputs a nd
ou tput prices undergo a drastic change.

If there is some flexibility

in the production technology , we will find a rela ti onship between fixed
inputs , variable i nputs and their prices.

The r ancher in this l atter

case may be able t o reduce his fixed inpu ts or alter variable inputs

used in combination with fixed inputs when pasture and feed prices
inc rease or when output pri ces go down.
From econom ic theory, as output price changes so will the prices

of variable inputs (if there is an upward slop ing supply curve for the
inputs) .

As these p r ices vary ,

employment changes , if any.

we need

to know how

fixed

input

To see how this wo r ks, assume a short run

profit function of the form:

'IT

(45)
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Produce

FINAL
Output

First Stage

Figure 10.

T~o-stage

Second Stage

decision process .
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where

1T

is profit , PQ is output price, Q is output, Wi are the prices

of variable inputs , Xi and Z is the fixed input, and R is the price of
the fixed input.
From the first order conditions fo r optimization, the optimal
variable inp ut employment is given by the ge ner a l function (Varian ,
1978)
(46)
Substitu.ting Equation 46 into Equation 45 we get

1r

*,

the short run

profit function, which in general is given by,
(47)
The derivation of an empi ri cal short profit function is shown for the
Co bb-D ouglas

profit and

labor demand

function

forms

in Lau and

Yotopoulos (1972) in connection wi th their rep orting of production
analysis done in India .
Intuitively, if a two - stage decision p r ocess exists , then it is

desirable to know the direction given by the third order differential
property,

a

3
1T

>
<

0

(48)

which pinpoints the effec ts of variations in variable input and output
prices on fixed input and profit .
Given Equation 47 , we can diffe r entiate with respect t o the price
of output, acco rding to Hotelling's lemma which gives us the short run

supply function of output .
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(49)

Differentiating Equation 49 with respect to the fixed input gives us
so me information on the fo r ces which influence supply which a r e related
to the emplo ym ent of the fixed input as that choice is i nfl uenced by
price variation.

Diffe r entiation with respect to variable input and

output prices can provide an assessment of the effect of a shift in
risk of each price in the second period of the supply of output .

The

signs of the following derivatives

are relevant in understanding the response of supply to increasing
risk .

Risk independence corresponds to the situation where these

derivatives are equal to zero .

A change in the price of a variable

factor of production, or a change in output price , does not affect the

supply of output .

When the prod uction tech nology is inflexible,

adjustment toward risk is difficult or impossible.
The flexibli t y of t he p r oduction techno l ogy is related to t he
elas ticity of supply of output .

From Equation 49 the elasticity of

s upply is calculated as follows

a =

p

(50)

Q
When the supply function is elastic, adjustment t o changing ri sk
cond itions is possible.

Figure 11 shows two supply f uncti ons a nd how
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Output

Figu re 11.

Elast ic and inelastic s upply --resp onse t o price
c hange .
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adjustment

can

take

place

when

there is output

price risk.

The

producer with an elastic supply functi on is able to re duce output as

prices decline while the producer with inelastic supply can barely cut
back production , wit h competely inel as tic supply being the ex tr eme
inflexible case .
Formal Analysis
The foregoing gives us an intuitive feel f or how the fi r m r esponds
to ri sk in a two - stage de cisio n framework .

We have found th a t th e

directions of response a r e just as we would expect and a re similar ro
firm respons e to cha ng es in prices that are found in the certainty
case .

However, a formal conne c tion is needed to l ink the se directions

of r esponse to changes in the variability of prices and changes in the
e mpl oy me nt of the fixed inputs which ,

in turn,

condition supply

response.
In what fol l ows a fo r mal summary of the two- stage and increas ing
ri sk model is g iven .

Thi s summa r y suggests the kind of empi r ical

anlayses which can be done , and also indicates the empirical production
structures which would be app ropria t e to use in these analyses .

More

detai l of the theo r etical mode l can be found in Sandmo (1971), Batra
and Ullah (1 974) , and in the generalizations developed by Epstein
(1978 , 198 0) .
Conside r a technology represen t ed by an intertemporal concave

transformation func ti on F (Y , X, Z) , where Z is a vector of first
stage, or ex- ante inputs, X a vector of second period variable input s ,
and Y a vec t o r of forthcoming ou t put .

respectively, R, and the random prices

The associated prices a r e ,
~

and

~Q .

The random prices
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reflect risk about future discounted (since we have an intertemporal

model) prices of the variable inputs and out puts .

The firm is assumed

to posses a Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function, the properties of

which were outlined earlier.

The utility function is defined over

profits such that the firm solves,
Max ( E
for Y, X, Z

~

U[ ~

= PQ- WPH- X - RZ] } X,Y , Z

(52)

0, and where E is t he expectations operator , and U is the

utility indicator.
Since the maximiza ti on is done in two stages the problem is one

of ,
Max EU[~* (PPH-q , W; Z) - RZ] , Z ~ 0

(53)

where
~

*(PQ ,

W; Z) =Max { PQ • Y- Wx/F (Y,X,Z) = 0} Y,X

is the optimum va ri able pr ofit function dua l t o F giving the maximum
variable profi t s given the fixed input Z a n d variable deterministi c
prices PQ and W.

The variable pr ofit function exists for Y, X

(Diewert , 1973, 1974).

>0

Since output , Y, and variable input , X, are

chosen ex - post and are subject t o the previous choice of Z, r andom

prof it s as a func t ion of Z and expectations PQ and Q are given by
(54)

and Equation 53 follows .
The var iable profit function,

1r

*,

characterizes

the

technolog y ,

and is decreasing in W, increasing in Pq, increasing and concave in Z,
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a nd

linear

homogeneous

in

PQ,

W.

Using Hotelling's lemma,

as

previously outlined , the derived demand for variable input X and output
supply , Y, can be found via differentation and they also characterize
the technology.

Zero flexibility in the technology is given by
rr * (PQ, W; Z)

whe r e f(Z) is increasing and concave.

PQ f(Z)
This is the case for the Batra-

Ullah (1974) and Sandmo ( 1971) characte ri zation of increasing r isk.
The fi r st o r der conditions corresponding to Equation 53 are given
by,
E [U' • ( crr / a z - R)]

(55)

0

for any or all fixed inputs, Z, included, and U' = a u/arr *.

The second

order conditions of E[U(rr (PQ, W;Z) - RZ)], for which U" =

a 2 u; ~" 2 ~

is a sufficient ,

the profit

but not necessary condition for

maximization, but is maintained in most of what follows .
maximization, the optimum

z

=

z*

0

From the

is obtained .

We now need to understand what happens to firm behavior when
shifts in the fixed costs and price expectations occur .

We arrive at

the same fact that Sandmo (1971) a nd Batra a nd Ullah (1974) pointed
out, that fixed costs do affect pr oduction and that supply curves may
not be upward sloping when dealing with an envi ronment of uncertaint y.

However, their results are generalized to include both the flexible and
inflexible technology cases .
It is assumed that a single fixed input, Z, is used in produc tion,
a nd that a single output is produced , while Q

a nalogous argument is used for R and PQ

= PQ .

=

W is nonstochastic .

An
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The effect of higher fixed costs and firm behavior can be viewed
as a sub tra ction of some quantity , B, which reflect s the shift in fixed
costs , from the argument of the utility function in Equation 55 .

lie

then t o tall y differentiate Figure 55 and eval uate at B = 0 to arrive at
the firs t elements of the comparative statics of Equation 55 as,
a z*/as

E[U" • ( a11 */ a Z - R)]/D ,

(56)

where D is the second order derivative with respect to Z of the
objective function and is negative in sign .

Then if we define A (1r) =

U"(n)/U'(n) as the familiar measure of abso lute risk aversion (Arrow,
1965; Pratt, 1964) ,
(57)

Zero flexibility in the technology implies 11 *(PQ, II; Z)
f(Z),

and

a1r* / a Pq a Z = f'(Z) 2_ 0 ,

= PQ •

so that decreasing absolute risk

aversion, dA( n)/dn , implies a z*/ a B ~ 0.

However, decreasing absolute

risk is in general consistent with higher fixed costs inducing an
increase in the demand for the fixed factor, depending on the sign of
a2 "*/ aPq a z.

The effec t of shifts in fixed costs depends on whether Z

is a normal factor given the certainty case .

That is to say , a higher

product price (and a higher output) induces a higher utilization of the
fixed factor Z, a 2 / / aPqaZ 2_ 0.
We can now turn our atentions to the impacts on

price expectations .

z*

of a shift in

Let a z* / a( I'+ b), whe r e I' is now defined as the

random po ri ce and b defines the shift in P.

lie substitute P + b in

Equation 55, total differentiate, and evaluate at b

= 0.
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(58)

a z*t a cl'+b)

Give n

Z is

a 2 n*t a P a z ~ 0 ,

normal,

E(U" an */ a P( an * t az-r))

z

then

a z*/ a (f +b)>

E(A an* ;ap U'( an*/ a Z-r)J ~

0

if

Since a n * /az ap ~

o.

0 , a sufficient condition is that a ( an*/ aP•A)/o P ~ 0, o r th a t dA/d rr/ A ~
- a 2 rr * / a P 2 /( a rr * /a P) 2 •

Zero flexibilit y implies a 2 n*/ a P 2

= 0,

a nd

decre as in g absolute r isk aversion is sufficient t o ensure an
upward sloping supply fun ctio n.

With flexibility in the t ec hnology ,

a 2 rr* / aP 2 ~ 0, and dA / d n is sufficiently n ega tive to offset this in the
sense

that dA/drr/A

S.. - a 2 rr * /( on * /d P) 2 •

The,

dz* / o (f + b)

> o.

Similarly, if j5 = P and 11 is uncertain (for one vari a ble input a nd a
single output),

a z * /a B

< (~) o if

a rr *t a z a w (dA/drr)

2.

(~)

o•

(59)

Ther efo re , given de c rea s ing a bs o lute risk aversion, the g reater ri sk
aversion induced by la r ge r fixed cos t s

increases (dec re ases) ,

the

demand for the ex- ante fact o r if ex- ante a nd ex- post factors a re g ross
su bstitut es (complement s) .
The qualitative r esults fo r

th e multip r oduct a nd multifactor

ge n e ralizati o n can be deriv ed on ly when one fu tur e price i s r isky or
there is

profit risk neutr a lity (U"

=

0) .

Th ese cases can be

co nsid e re d within an analysis of marginal impact of ri sk , i .e . ,

i n the

case of an increase in the va r iability of expec tati ons .

Let V(P , W; Z)

U [n *(P; W; Z) -

RZ] , and H = (P, W) so that th e firm

now solves

t1ax EV ( H; Z )

Z ) 0

(60)
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Now we are inte.cested in the effects on the optimal fixed factor ,
of

an inc r ease

in

general ization of

the

variability

of

expectations,

that

z* ,

is,

a

the Rothschild - Stiglitz (1970) and Diamo nd and

Stiglitz (1974) analysis of increasing risk.

Further def in e H, G, and T to be vector r andom variables with
components Hi , Gi a n d Ti fo r i = 1, 2, ... , n 2 + n 3 , such that E [ Ti I all
Hj ] = 0 for n 2 = the number of variab l e ex -p ost factors and n 3 = the
number of products .

Then t he

joint distribution of G is a

mean

preserving spread (m . p . s . ) of the dist r ib uti o n of H if G has the same
Further, l e t H and G be r andom variables and Z*

distribution as H + T.

solve Equation 60 when expec t ation s are given distributed by H.
distribution G may be obtained

from

the dist r ib ut ion of

infinitesimal variation of a contin uous pa r amete r.

If the
H by an

Th en a marginal

mean utilit y preserving inc r ease o r spread (m .u. p. s . ) in ri sk, if V

(G;z*), is a mean p r eserving s pread of V ( H; z*) .
have some relation to,

but are more genera l

These definitions

than ,

the.

11

more ris k

averse" terminology adopted by Diamond and S ti glitz (1974) and us ed by
Hartman ( 1976).
The

effects

of

incre ased

properties of risk aversion.

variabili t y

depend again on

Define

- ( a 2v/ a PiPj)/( a V/aPj) = ( - a 2n*/ a PiPj)/( an * / a Pj) +

rj

an */ a Pj ( - U" /U ' ), j = 1, 2 , ••• , n3 •

Each

rj

the

is

interpreted as a ri sk premium .

a ttitudes towards price

(61)

The measures ref l ect

risk derived from aversion towards ri sk in

profits ( an * /a Pj U" /U' ~ 0) and the p ri ce risk affinity due to the
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possibility of ex-p os t

adjustment
In

flexibility , r j

~

the eventual market price

case ,

if

there

is

0 and the firm is p r ice risk averse .

profit risk neu tr ali ty, r j
respect to prices .

this

to

~

no ex - post
If there is

0 and the fi r m i s "r isk aff ine" with

Therefor e , th e relative magnitud es of p r oduction

flexibility and p rofit risk aversion dete r mine the attitude t owa rds

price ri sk , which is al so an intuitive conclusion.
0.

These measures can be fu rt her interp r e t ed when U"

The short

run e lasticity,

(Pj /Y i (P , W;Z)) • aYi(PiWjZ)/3 Pj,
i,j

= 1, 2, ••• , n 3

(62)

define the supp l y elasticity , for Yi bei n g the i outputs .

I f U" = 0 ,

a nd u s in g Hotellings l emma , the ri sk aversion measures a bove can be

ex pressed as ,

(63)

This

fo rm a lly

indicates

f lexiblit y and price

the

r ela tionship

risk affin it y .

between

t ech n o logical

Large r short

run own - p ri ce

elas ticity of supp l y fo r the ex -p os t prod u cts imply greater affinity

for ri sk i n any f utur e output pr ice g iving us the a lr ea d y intuitive
not ion that the e lasti c it y of

the s u pply c urv e

towards. risk as conditi oned by technology.

re flec t s behavior

Risk affinity is larg e r the

fewer the number of ex- ante decisions that must be made .
Us i ng t he above definition fo r V, the first o rde r condi ti ons given
in Equation 55 can be expressed now as ,
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EVzi (H, z*

0,

(64)

- 1, 2, ... , n 1 ,

when n 1 is the number of fixed factors .

Then, if we let D and Dij

denote, r espectively , the determinant and the ijth cofacto r of the

.

*

matrix (EV zizj (H;Z )ij), and call z 1 and Zj stochastic substitutes
(complements) if Dij/0

~ (~)

0, differentation of Equation 64 gives,
(65)

This derivative represents the change on z* of a change in the price Rj
which is compensated by a lump sum addition to profits which keeps n =
n*( i', il';

Z) - RZ constant

in every sta t e and for

neighborhood of the initi~l optimum z*.
dZ*(i)/dRj .

Therefore ,

When U"

each Z in

the

0 , the derivative is

the substitutability and complementarity terms

in a stochastic sense are consistent with those same terms in th e
theory of the firm, if we refer to gross demand functions for the
factors .

The effect

of

a

marginal

mean

prese r ving spread

in I' j

is

det e rmined by substituting Pj + bTj for l'j in Equation 64 , where Tis
pure

noise

normalized

to

have

unit

variance,

differentiating Equation 64 and evaluating at b = 0.
0 , then

a z*(i) /a blb=O"

and

then

totally

Since E[Tj/ I' , Q =

By to t ally diffe r entiating again,
(66)

This latter relationship has solutions,

(67)
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fori= 1, 2, .•. , n 1 .

Then finally, using the definition of rj, the

decomposition of Equation 67 is given by,
a z* (i)

0
E[rj I k(aV/ aPjZk)

aRisk (Pj)

a

ik

+ I kE[ a v/ aPj)

0

a z1

D

1, 2,

....2

...,

ik
D

n

(68)

Let T be the n 2 + n 3 dimensional random variable whose only nonzero component is T in the jth elecent .

divided the change C

=

bT into C

= C

For each value, C, of H we

+ b 2 r j (c;z*)/2 .

Then the effect

on z*(i) of the first non-uniform shift in expectations is reflected by
the first expression in Equation 68 and in the limit as b

~

0 the

second change in distributions constitutes a marginal mean utility

preserving spread whose effect on z*(i) is given by the second term in
Equation 68.
(1978).

A proof is not given here, but may be found in Epstein

We call this effect a m.u . p. s . of P j"

The effects of risk are determined by third order properties of V,

and of the utility index U and the technology described by ~ *CP,W;Z) .
The impact of a m. p.s. of P is determined by the curviture of the
a v; azj's in pj and by the substitution properties of the ex-ante
~actors.

When there is only one ex- ante or fixed factor , the concavity

or convexity of a v/ azk in Pj is sufficient to sign the impact .
Since a v / a Pj

> 0,

the signs of

a r / a zk and the substitution

properties o f the factors determine the impact of th e marginal mean
utility preserving spread (m . u.p . s.).

For example if

z1

is a

stochastic substitute with all other factors, and if rj increases
(decreases ) with each Zk, k Y. i, and also decreases (increases) with
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zi' z*(i) is increased (dec r eased) by a m.u . p. s . of p j"
No\v suppose that ini ti al expec t ations are certain and equal t o the

price set (P , W) , so that a" * /azk

z

Rk at the initial optimuc.

Then ,

from some manipulations ,

az* <i)
( 69)

whe r e Zi is the ith element of the z* solution of max {P • Y - W • X RZ/F (Y, X, Z) = 0} , Y, X. Z ~ 0 the earlie r firm goa L
The firs t t e r m on the right hand side of Equation 69 is the effect
of the unifo r m shift in the expectation of the jth pr oduct price and is
e q uivalen t, in t e rms of maximum expected utilit y, t o the added r isk.
Given the notation f ol lowing Equation 67 , we can let
Max { EV(H + bt; Z)/Z

~

b be defi ned by ,

0} =

Nax { EV(P 1 , ••• , Pj - t;, Pj + 1, ••• , Pn, W; Z)/Z

~

0}

a nd let the r igh t hand maximum be at t ai ned a t Z(b) (thus Z is the
solution of that maximum) .
rj"

Then it can be shown that (d 2 l1! db 2 )b=O

Furthe r, the first t erm on the ri g ht hand side of Eq uati on 69 is

equal to ( a2 zi (b) /a b 2 ) I b= O"
Now if ao i/dZk

< ())

0,

th e mean utilit y preserving spread

(m . u. p. s . ) componen t in Equation 69 induces a r eduction (increase) in
the optimum ex- an te facto r, z*(k) and all facto r s grossly comp l emen t a r y
(substitutable) with it, which is consisten t with the intuitive notion
that increased ri sk ca lls fo r the adoption of more flexible pr od uc t ion
techniques .
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In another case, if initial expectations are stochastic but U" =
0, rj is given by Equation 63 so that a mean utility (profit) increase
in risk with respect to the jth product price increases z*(i) if ao ij/
azk 5_ (~) 0 for all factors that are gross substitutes (complements)
with zi .

If the jth product is supplied ine l astically in the short

run , i .e . , a ij = 0,

then demand for the fixed factor Z is unaffected by

both types of spreads of Pj .
A final case is gi,ven , which is not proved he r e , but is p r oved by
Epstein (1978) .
fixed

If n 1

= n2 = n3

= 1 and W

input, single variable input,

= W is

certain (the single

and single output case),

following assumptions and conclusions can be drawn.
absolute risk conversion , dA/d 7T 5_ 0 , dL/d7T

~

the

Assuming declining

0 where L = -- U" ( 7r)/U '(7r)

is a measure of relative risk aversion , and that Z 5_ Y (P , W; Z)/(
(P, W; Z)/

a Z,

X(P , W; Z) 5_ Y (P , W; Z)

Z)/ a z (for Y (P, W;

aY

( a X (P , W; Z)/ a Z/ ( Y (CP , W;

Z) derived demand for varable input) are satisfied .

Th en the effect of a m. u . p . s . of P j is to dec r ease (inc r ease) z* if
a" */ a Paz ~ (5_) 0 and a [(a7T*/ a Pa P)/( d7T* /3 P)]/ a z 5_ (~)

o.

A marginal

m. p . s . of P j reduces z * i f a 2 "*/az a p~ (0), a 3 rr* J a pa pa p 5_ 0 and L

~

1.

If there is zero flexibility in the technology, then the effect of a
m. u . p . s . of I' is negative i f dA/D 5_ 0 and dL/d7T

>

0.

A m. p . s . of I'

r educes z* i f dA/dn~. 0 and dL/d rr ~ 0, and L 5_ 1.
This completes the fo r mal connection of the effects of increasing
risk on firm behavior and employment of inputs ,
decisions made on fixed factors .

particularly the

It can be seen that much of the

analysis depends on second - o rder and third - order properties of the
utility index and the variable profit function which describes the
technology. Certainly any empirical analysis would have to be based on
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these properties to relate the empirical signs of coefficients of the

profit function which describe the behavior of the firm in response to
changing risk conditions to the directions derived from the theory

described .

Indeed, maintaining risk independence in our representation

of firm behavior rests on the fact

arr */OZ aP, arr*;azaw are
risk independence ,

all equal to zero .

can

tested

Therefore risk response, or
in

the

variable profit function which exhibits the appropriate second -

and

third-order properties .

be

arr*;a zapa.p, arr*; a z awap,

that

using

zero

restri c tions

These can also be tested using the supply

function which can be derived from the variable profit function,
in

this

case,

output

supply

response

to

increasing

and,

ris k can be

assessed.

Stochastic Production
Another way to analyze the effects of increasing risk on farmer's
behavior is through the production function.

It is the properties of

the production function or pr oducing technology which determines the
properties of the profit o r supply function discussed above .
de tailed outline of these properties are presented in Chapter III .

The
In

previous discussions we defined an approach which could be used to
assess the behavior of producers toward a change in prices .

We did not

describe the shift in price variability nor the conditions which might
cause the shift.

It is the concept of measuring stochastic production

which leads us to actually measure changes in the variability of

production .

Based on real world observation and a priori reasonin g ,

inputs like frost protection,

pesticide use,

irrigation,

disease

resistant seed varieties and overcapitalization are generally believed
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to have a risk reducing effect on output or a negative effect on the
variance of output att ributable to weather,

(Just

Pope,

&

1978).

insects and crop diseases

In agricult ur e ,

increased

machinery

availability can help t o expedite a harvest and shorten the period of
vulnerability to adverse weather co nd itions.

On the other hand, land,

fertilizer and chemical t hinning practices seem to make a positive

& Pope, 1978).

contribution to the variance of out put (Just

Gene r ally, in empirical work, the following general statistical
specifications of the production function are made ,

Y

2

F

( Xi, B) +

E

Y = F(Xi, B)e '

E(E)

0

(70)

E( E )

l

(71)

(72)

E( £ )

whe re

Y

Out put

Xi

Va rious inputs

B

The

coefficient

set associated

with

the

production

function which describes the technology or the way inputs
a re combined to produce ou t put .
The er r o r st ru cture

of

the

model,

which is assumed

additive in Equation 70, multiplicative in Equation 71 ,
or exponential in Equation 72 .
Actually, the functions in Equations 70 , 71 , and 72 when estimated
using data on ou t put , Y, and inputs,

function

for

the expected

x1 ,

give us the estimates of the

value of output E(Y) .

The es tim a t ed
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coefficients, B, are the expected values of the coefficients E(B), and ~
is the estimated variability of the function and takes on different
forms depending on whether Equations 70, 71, or 72 is assumed .

Then in

the usual sense we can determine the productivity of each input in

producing out put as,

aY >
<

0 •

In thi s formulation, we have not described the variability of output or
what forces might change that variability.

The production function of

this specification describes the behavior of expected ou tput and an
error structure much in the same way as the mean-variance approach

describes risk.

In order to characterize the concept of increasing risk, or to
specify a

chang~

from one set of ri sk condi ti ons to another set , a more

general characte rization of variability or stochastic production needs
to be made.

Suppose we specify an expected value of output function is

specified as
E(Y)

(73)

F(Xi, B)

and also specify the error structure as a function of the inputs, as

given by

VAR(Y)

(74)

where E is the stochastic term with zero mean and variance equa l to cr z ,
a being the parameter set .

The production function

Y = E(Y) + VAR(Y)

beco~es ,
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or
y

(75)

F(Xi, B) + h(Xi' a ) •

This latter relationship includes two genera l functions--one which
specifies the effects of inputs on the mean of output and a nother which
specifies the effects of inputs on the va riance of output (Jus t

&

Pope, 1979).
Equation 75 helps us to learn more about th e effect of input use
on ri sk.

For instance,
a E(Y)

>
<

0

can tell us what happens to mean output when the amo unt of input, 1,

used varies .

Additionally, from this specification, changes in the

variance of output are given by,

a vAR(Y)

>

(76)

0 •

axi
From this alternative specification , one can empirically determine the
directions of the changes in the ri sk conditions as well as how inputs
ei ther modify or expand the variability of output.

The increasing risk

concept has been incorporated in the stochastic specification of
product i on .

characterized .

The

changing

distribution

of

output

has

been

Like any other approach , th e stoch a stic producti o n

method has it's limitations .

These limitations and cri ticisms, as well

as the latest suggested methods such as the moment based app r oach a re

discussed in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER III
INCORPORATING RISK INTO PRODUCTION STRUCTURES

The

incorporation

of

risk

in

production

structures

and

the

em pirical analysis of the consequences of changing risk conditions on

production behavior can be done by using a profit function or a

production function .
profit function,

In Chapter II, we derived the short run optimum

and the input demand a nd output supply functions and

showed how one can theoretically analyze ,

under the expected utility

framework,

the behavior of the firm in respons e to changing risk

conditions .

In this chapter some empirical production structures which

might aid

in

the analysis of

risk assessment are

presented .

Additionally, the estimation procedures and problems are dis c ussed .
First we will present the profit function , indicat e its properties and
develop some functional forms that can be used in estimating the
consequences of changing risk conditions on producer's behavior.

some of the estimation procedur es will be outlined.

Then

Second, we look at

stochastic production and the properties of the production function,
and

then

revi ew

a

certain

candidates for estimation.
used

in

the

stochastic

number

of

functional

forms

th a t

are

Various estimation procedures which can be
production

framework

a re

then

outlined.

Finally, we will revie w the estimation approaches are outlined and the
advantag es and difficulties one can fa ce by using them are addressed .
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Incorporating Risk Into Pr ofit Fun ctions
In Chapter II,

the effects of inc r eased uncertainty were

investigated and were fo und t o be ext r eme l y complex .

Much of the

a n alysis depends on a l e n g th y and difficult se t of ass umpti ons
involving third or der pr ope rti es of the utility or the profi t functi on,
the latter of which cha rac t erizes

the

t ec hn o l ogy.

For any em piri cal

analysis using a pr ofi t function there are a number of hypotheses about
the domain, mo notonici ty, continuity, co nv ex it y , homogeneity and

diffe r entiality of th e profit fun ction which has to be ma int ained .
These common ly main t ained hypotheses fo r the profit func ti on are
ou tlined by Fuss and McFadden (197 8) as follows .
l.

The pr of it f un c tion is defined for a ll positive pri ces .

2.

The

profit function is

monotonic:

a nondec r eas i ng

f unction of output pr ices a nd a nonincreasing func ti on of

input prices .
3.

The profit function is continuous i n prices.

4.

The pr ofit f un ction is l i near homogeneous in prices .

5.

The pr ofit function is twice di ffe r en tiable.

For a given t echno l ogy and a given e nd owmen t of fixed factors
of production,

the s hor t

run o r variable profit func ti on expresses

the prices of o ut put and variable input s a nd the quantities of

the

fixed facto r,

1T

*

(76)

The assumptions employed i n the formulation of the profit function are :
1.

Firms are profi t maximizing .
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2.

Fi r ms are pr i ce takers in both out put and variable input
markets.

3.

The production func t ion is concave .

As McFadden ( 1971) has shown , the r e exists a one-t o- one correspondence
between the se t of concave production fu nctions and the set of convex
pr ofit functions .

Every concave p r oduction fun c ti on has a dual which

is a convex prof it function, and vice ve rsa.
Since a better understanding of r eactions t owa rd risk will req u ire

at l eas t second , or more ge ne r ally , third ord e r properties in flexible
functional forms , a third order profit f un ction is o utli ned so t hat
responses to changing ri sk can be characterized .
Assume t hat the firm produces o ne output, Q, employs one variable
input , X, and o ne fi xed input, Z.

P, W and R.

The random pri ces are , respectively,

The firm makes decisions abo ut the emp l oyment of inputs in

t wo periods , i.e . , an ex- an t e decision to employ the

fi~ed

input Z

prior t o knowi ng the prices P a nd Wand th e ir va ri abi lit y , a nd an ex -

post decision to apply variable input X to Z and produce Q, when the
va ri ability of W and P are made known.
One candidate pr ofi t func ti on which appears t o be appropriate for
use in the analysis of the behavior toward increasing risk is the third
o rder flexib l e form r ep r esen ted by th e
func ti on.

translog variable profit

The t r anslog form is derived from a Taylor series expansion

(Chris tensen, Jo rgenson, & Lau, 1973 , 1974) , usuall y truncated at th e
quadratic o rd e r.

The third order translog variable profit function is given by:
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ln (P , W, Z) = a 0 + a 1 ln P + a 2 ln W + a 3 ln Z

+ 1/2 ypp (lnP)

2

+ 1/2 y MM (lnX)

2

+ 1/2 y zz (lnZ)

2

+ 6PW lnP lnN + 6PX ln) lnZ + 6WZ lnW lnZ
+ 1/2 6PWZ lnP lnW lnZ + 1/2 6PPZ (lnP)

+ 1/2 ~Z (lnW) 2 lnZ + 1/2 6WWP (lnw)
+ 1/2 6PZZ lnP (lnz)
+ 1/2 6PPW (lnP)

2

2

2

2

lnZ

lnP

+ 1/2 6wzz lnW (lnZ)

2

(77)

l nW

· Note that
6 ijk

This

function

under

ce rt ain

=

0ikj

simplifying assumptions

estima ted directly as a single equation .

can be

The estimate coeff i cients

[;; 1 , ;; 2 •• • etc . ) will not tell us mu ch about increasing ri sk and its

consequences.

To assess the effects of changes in ri sk conditions we

look at the second and third derivative of the profit fun c tion and the
signs of its derivatives .

Given Equation 76, by Hotelling Lemma , the optimal o utput
supply and input demand functions are given by

+ 1/2 6PWZ lnW lnZ + 6PZZ lnP lnZ
+ 1/2 6WWP (lnW)

2

+ 1/2 'z pp (lnz)

2

+

PP\o/ lnP lnW ,

(78)
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D

X

=

+ 1/2 0PWZ lnP lnZ + 0wwz lnW lnZ
+ oWWP lnW lnP + 1/2 0wzz (lnZ)

2

2

+ oPPW (lnP) )

Dz

almr

- alnZ = -

(a3

(79)

+ Y zz lnZ + oPZ lnP + oWZ l nW

+ 1/2 oPWZ l nP lnW + 1/2 oNWZ (lnW)

2

+ 1/2 oPZZ lnP lnZ + oWZZ lnW lnZ
2

(80)

+ 1/2 oPPW (lnP) )

From

th ese equa ti o ns ,

ri sk independence exist with simp l e zero

pa ram e t e r restrictions if

Risk independence sugges t s th a t ex - ante an d ex - post decisio ns a r e
indepe ndent and independent of the risk el ement .
Given th e profit function , and th e a bove deriv a ti ves , o ne could

estimate the prof it f unc tion, the input der ived demand function , or the

output supply function t o obtain estima t es of the desired second order
and third o r de r coefficien t s a nd their signs .
Given the out put supply func t ion , one can ca l culate the e lasticit y
of supply of out put as fol l ows

a =

a SQ

P

al nP

Q
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which is a function of the fixed input as well as the prices of output
and variable i npu t s .

Fr om the the ory (Chapter II),

the s ign of th e deri vative of a with

respect to the p rice of the va ri able input , or t he a moun t of fixed
input, c an tell us about the flexibility of the tec hnol ogy and abili ty

of the de cision maker to adjust to price variabilit y in the ex-post
production period .

When th e t ec hn ology at hi s disposal is f l exible,

th e d ec i sio n maker ca n adjust a nd modify the ne ga tiv e effects o f
increasing ri sk.

When the techno l ogy is inflexible,

the output supply is a

function

sole l y of

the

which means

fixed

inputs,

that
th e

adjustment ca n only be made in fixed input deci sio ns.

The decisi on

maker has to bear the burd en of increasing ri sk ex-post .

Therefo r e , an

a n a lysis of fa r mer's o r r a n che r' s behavio r tow a r d ris k , particularly
increasing ri sk , appears to b e more int e restin g when the producti on
technology is f l e xible, i.e., mo r e alte r natives in adjusting production
are available .

With a

flexible

t ech nolo gy

one

can

see

adj u stment p r ocess takes place as risk co nditi o n s cha n ge .

how

th e

Variable

i np ut s can be applied to alter the decision made wit h respect to t he
fixed input.
Since the elasticity of supply,

a , is a functi o n of choices on

the fixed input, we are particul a rl y interested in the sign of

aa/az.

From Chapter II, we fo und that a mean utility p r eserving sp r ead ind u ces
a reduction (inc r eases) in the optimum use o f the fixed input(s) and in
all factors grossly complemen tar y (s ubstitut able) wit h it depe ndin g on
whe ther

3a(az

< (>)

0.

When we r efe r

to gross complemen tarit y or

substitutability between inputs we are referring to the info r mation
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which the total (gr o ss) own and cross input price elasticities of
derived demand indicate, where these elasticit ies are , respectively,

defined as eii =Vi (nd + Sij) and eij = Vj (nd + Sij), for e 11 as the

ow~- p ri ce e lasticity, eij the cross elasticity, nd the product demand
elasticity , Vi, Vj the cost shares for inputs i and j, and Sij the
pairwise input elasticity of substitution.

One can see that this type

of informa ti on is obtained either from the profit function or from the
set of input derived demand functions and the supply function .

In

addition to this type of information, information about output supply
changes in response to changes in risk condi ti o ns can be obtained

directly from the supply function a nd the notions of response a r e
simila r to supply response which a r e obtained in the case of ce rtainty.
There are other ca ndid a t e functio nal forms which could be used for
such an assessment .

The generalized linear-generalized Leontief form

firs t outlined by Hall (1973) appears to be applicable .

Kohli (1981)

has used the cost function version of this model to test for jointness
in outputs and inputs in U. S .. manufacturing assuming c ertainty .

The

single output, one variable i nput- one fixed input variable profit
function could be characterized as ,

rr{P ,W, Z)

(8 1 )
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where P, W, R are respectively the random prices of output variable and
fixed input.
Othe r candidates might include a third order generalization of the
generalized Leontief profit function of Diewert (1973),

or other

generalizations in seco nd and third order properties of the forms
outlined by Lau (1972).
Estimation of Output Supply, Factor
Demand and Profit Functions

The

profit

function can be estimated directly under certain

simplifying assumptions using data on net returns, prices and fixed
input levels .

For s u ch direct estimation , using the Ordinary Least

Squares technique,

prices of the inputs would have to be assumed to be

deter mined exogenous

from

the de termination of net

returns,

the

endogenous variable .

The fixed input is assumed to be an exogenous

variable since choice of i t s use is made ex- ante .

If these assumptio ns are untenable,
estimating

technique

should

be

used

then a simultaneous equation
to

determination of prices and the net return .

account

for

the

joint

The fact that the same

coefficients appear in the s u pply, de riv ed demand and p r ofit functions
would render Or dinary Least Squares estimates of these coefficients
inefficient .

A more plausible procedure would be to estimate these

functions jointly imposing cross - equation restrictions on the li ke

coefficients .
It is also the case that the derived demand and supply functions
are usually characterized in, respectively, cost share and revenue
s hare form ,

o r cost and revenue form .

Then output and variable input
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are the jointly dependent variables while output price,

the prices of

the variable inputs and the levels of

the fixed

inputs a r e

the

predetermined variables in the model .

Since profit reflects an

identity, i . e . , the difference between current revenue and current

variable costs, an alternative set of jointly dependent variables

consists of

profits and

total

variable

input

costs .

Given

the

predetermined variables in such cases (prices of variable inputs , price

of output , and fixed input levels), there is a one-to-one and onto
correspondence between profits and variable input costs and ou tput and
the levels of variable inputs .
Under these latter conditions with profits and variable input
costs expressed as function of only the predetermined variables,

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) applied to each equation gives consistent
estimato r s .

However,

if cross - equation restrictions have

acco unt ed for , then a joint estima t ion procedure is required.
cases ,

the

derived

demand

and

supply functions

contain

to be

In such
all

the

information needed to characterize the profit function and therefore

the p r oducing technology and could be estimated as a separate set of
equations from the profit function .

Cross - equation similarities in

coefficients in these former equations imply t hat the error terms
corresponding to

these equations are con t emporaneously correlated and

therefore the Zellner (1962) Seemingly Un r elated Regressions (SUR)
technique would have to be applied .
Lau and Yotopoulos (1972) jointly estimated the variable input
demand and profit functions using cross - equation restrictions in a
study of Indian farm firms unde r certainty .

More recently, again
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assuming certainty, Christensen and Greene (1976), Applebaum (1978 ,
1979), and Applebaum and Kohli ( 1979) estimate the cost share derived
demand and revenue share supply functions and use the SUR technique to
estimate these forms which are derived from translog and generalized
Leontief systems .

Some of these sys t ems are nonlinear and then the

nonlinear SUR- maximum li kelihood convergence property outlined by
Kmenta and Gilbert (1968) is imposed and est im a ti on is carried out
using a g r adient method .
Given the short ru n profit function presented in Chapte r II, one
can analyze the consequences of increasing risk in a two stage decision
pr ocess .

The signs of the derivatives of the short run profit function

with respect to the fixed inputs , the varia bl e input prices, and the

outp ut price can tell us a great deal a bout the effects on changes in
risk co nditi o ns .

The responses are counterparts to the r es pon se we

normally characterize using the theory of the firm under certainty .

The signs of the derivatives of the supply function of output and the
derivatives of the factor demand functions with respe c t

to input and

output prices also provide valuable information about the behavi or
toward risk.

Fr om a theoretical view, the analysis of risk and reacti o ns to
increasing risk can nicely be conducted by using a profit function and
it's derivatives .

However,

fo r empirical anal ysis ,

the specification

of the profit function is very complex when the numbe r of va r iable
inputs become large a nd third order flexible functional forms are
required .

Even with the simplest and more popular functional form,

Cobb-Douglas specification ,

the

which was used by Lau an d Yotopoulos

(1972) , the estimation p ro ced ur e is difficult to perf o rm .

This may
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expla i n the almos t t otal absence in the econometric literature of
estimated p r ofit functions with more than one variable input a nd fixed
input .

When the technology is based on one variable and one fixed

i n put, one might want to estimate a

stoc hasti~

profit function of the

form:

(82)

following

the

Just

and

Pope

(1978)

and

Anderson

and

Griffiths

(1982)specification .
The es ti ma tion procedure of such a function is developed lat er for
the stochastic production approach .

This

would

r equi re

the

ava ilab ili ty of superior d a t a on input a nd output prices and fixed
i nput c hoi ces that eac h producer faces.

Stochas ti c Production Structure

Th e r e are a number of desirable prope rt ies th at a p r oduction
function must have in order to qualify as a candidate for empirical
ana l ys i s

inc orpo rat i n g

ri sk .

The most

impo r tant

properties

are

outlined as follows by Fuss and McFadden (1978) .
The production function h as to be (a) co nt inuous, (b) co n cave ,
(c) linear homogeneous, (d) twice differentiable , and (e) defined fo r
each input mix.

Several functional forms sa t isfying these properties

have been developed in the p r oduction economics literature .

Two of

these functi o nal forms will be briefly reviewed here and are used for
empi ri cal estimation of pr oduction structures incorporating ri sk as
reported later in Chapter IV.
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The Co bb-Douglas Production Function
One of the most widely used production functions was developed by
Cobb a nd Douglas in 1928 . The gene r al form of the function is pr esented
as follows
'\

k

A

A

n

xk

(83)

k-1
where Q is ou tput, Xk a r e inputs, and n is now the mul tipli cation
ope rato r.

The function exhibits constant r e turn to scale when .
n

The Co bb-D o uglas fun ctio n has pr oved t o be quite useful in many
eco nomet ri c app lica ti ons si nce i t is linear in the l oga r ithms.
we ll behaved, functional form , and easy t o interpret.

It is a

But, it has

pr ope rties which exh ibit ris k independence (Epstein, 1978) which a r e
not exact l y the form o ne wa nts to use t o study r isk and increasing
r isk.

It can be gene ralized , however, to incorporate r isk analysis as

we will show later.
For

empir i ca l

wo rk,

a

large numbe r of

variables

can

be

incorporated in the mod el a nd the coefficients correspo nding to th ese
variables can be es ti ma t ed .

The Quadratic Production Function
This f un ctiona l form was deve l oped by Lau inl971. The func t ional
fo r m is presented in th e book edited by Fuss and McFadden (1978) as
follows:
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n
Q

where Q is o ut put,

n

r

a0 +

ai

i=l

xi

+

n

r

(84)

aij xi xj

i=l j=l

Xi and Xj are inp uts.

Thi s function a nd th e

coefficients can be estimated using a va ri e ty of t echni ques .
a l lows fo r interaction of inpu t s .
tested using t his f o r m.

The form

Indee d input interaction can be

Ou tput- input cha r ac t e riz ation is simila r to

the Cobb- Douglas , but is related t o othe r flexible forms derived from a
Taylor's se ri es expansion such as this genera lized linear, translog and
gene r a lized Leon ti ef .

The polar form of this functin is the simple

linear production when aij

=

0.

The choice o f functional fo rm and es tim a tion proced ure sho uld be

based on an i n t egra t ed conside r ation of the economic problem and the
stoc hastic st ru c tur e of

t he obse r ve d data.

Given th e stochastic

struc ture of t he data available , the length of the time series , and the
quality of

data abo ut Utah

production

func tion a p pea r s

ranch ope rat ions ,
to

be mo r e

analysis of the impact of increasing risk ,

an estima t ion of a

s uit ab l e .

For emp iri cal

two methods of estimation

are suggested :
1.

St ochast i c production method .

2.

Me thod of mom e nt s .
Stochastic Production Method

As indicated in Chapter II , a stochastic p r oduction function
specified as follows ,
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includes

risk and

increasing

elements

F(Xi , B)

desc r ibes

the

relationship between inputs and output while h(Xi,a) specifies the
relationships

between

inputs

and

the

variance

of

output .

The

stochastic production function presented a bove is a nonlinea r model

where

the erro r term

contains both t ime and firm effects;

£

~

respectively iden t ified as
of

~a nd

and a

!. •

The erro r

term c is the sum

>. , with the following pr operties .
E

VAR (

~)

a~

2

(~ )

,

E (A ) ~ E (E)

VAR (A )

=a/ , and

0

VAR ( e ) =

"e 2

All the error components of this nonlinear model are heteroscedastic

because their variances depend on the measured input levels .

Under

he te r oscedasticity the least squa res estimators of the r egression
co efficients

are

unbias e d

asy mptomatically efficient.

and

consiste n t

but

not

efficient

or

Their conventionally calculated standard

e rrors are biased .

The estimation of the model is conducted under a het e roscedastic

specification since the variance of output is a function of the inputs .

Estimation Procedure
Given the gene ral production functio ns ,
y

where Y is outupt a nd Xi th e inputs .

(85)

Let both F(Xi,B) and h(Xi a)

fol l ow a pop ular log - linear form of the Cobb - Doug l as .
assumi ng log- linearit y can be accomplished as follows:

Estimation
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First write

~·
~·

Use ordinary least squares to find B and the residuals .
Use the B obtained in step l as initial value for the

nonlinear least squares regression in step 2.
Perform a non l inear heteroscadastic regression of Y on X to obtain

the

parameters of

F(Xt , B) and

the

residuals

i:J .

Because

of

heteroscadasticy, hypothesis testing about the importance of various
variables cannot generally be performed at this stage.
~·

Form,

then, the logarithmic transformation of

~

is made as ,

lnlul
assuming that the error term
~·

Use the

(86)

~

has a log-linear form .

fi obtained in step 2 for the ordinary le a st

square regression in step 4.

Perform an ordinary least square regression of 1~1

on X to obtain

the parameters of h 112(Xia) .
~·

In order to obtain asymptomatically efficient estimat e s

of the parameters of F(Xi'B), express
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(87)

and obtain

Then express

Compute the value of the weight z t o get ,

(88)
~·

Perform a nonlinear regression of Y on Xi to obtain the

asymptomatically effic i ent parameters of F(Xi'B).
The traditional prod uction fu nction formulations

or

are very restrictive since they describe only the direct relationship
between inputs and output , or the mean output function .
Hence,

traditional production function estimates may be of littl e

use in evaluating policies, particularly those which can affect the
variability of output .

Estimates of the f ol lowing function
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tell us more about risk and increasing risk consequences or production
behaviors.
on output .

The

B's

While

tell us the effect of a marginal increase of inputs

a tells

us about the marginal effect of increasing

input use on the variability of output.

This can have very important

policy implications for the use of inputs under risky conditions .
Another method of estimating the impact of increasing ri sk on
producer's

behavior

is

the flexible

moment

based approac h.

The

flexible moment based approach provides a statistical methodology for
estimating not only mean o utput as a function of inputs as is done in
conventional

production

mode l s,

but

also

s p ecifying and estimating the variance,

provides a

method

for

third moment, and higher

moments as functions of the inpu ts.
This approach is very appealing because it can indicate not only
what happens to the variance of input but also what happens to other
moments which describe the distribution function when risk conditions
change .

The theoretical foundations of the flexible momen t based

approach states that all economically relevan t characteristics of the
technology are embodies in the relationship between inputs and moments
(Antle 1983).
therefore,

The behavior of the firm under production certainty can ,
be defined in terms of the moments of the probability

distribution of output .
The moment based approach to assessing the impacts of risk begins

with a general representation of the moment functions that describe a
stochastic technology.

Consider two stochastic production models; one

with a multiplicative error term
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and another one with an additive erro r term

We c harac t e ri ze the error t erm u as ,

u

=

(hXi ,a) E

For the functional form with multiplicative err o r term,

the f ir s t

moment is:

E[Q]
Since E(E)

F(Xi'B)E( E ) •

1, we ge t:

The second moment is :

E[Q- E(Q)J 2
The ith moment is :

For the functional form with additi ve error t e rms one can find that,

(89)

E(u)

The gene ral fo rm of t he moment function is

~

i

(x , a) = /<Q -

~ i)

F(Q/ x) dQ

(90)
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where Q is output, xis input , ~ i is the ith moment and the a 's a re

pa r amete rs relating x to

With this approach the production model

~ i.

may exhibit not only heterscedasticity

(~

2 is a function of x) but al so

heteroskewness as a function of inputs

(~

3 is a function of x) , and

generally any moment of the distribution may be a function of inputs .
Fo r empirical

estimation many functional forms are available .

Antle

(1983) chose a quadratic model for estimation of the dairy production
model in California .

The functional form of the moment function he

used is quadratic in form,
n

r a<

Sio +

K=l

x

K

+ 112

n

n

E

E aik2 XKX2

(91)

K=l i =l

The model is specified with m moments.

The data he used is a

monthly data representing nine dairies in Tula r e County , California for
a 30- mo nth period .

These high - quality data were obtained from a

compute rized data co llecti on and processing system .

Because the nine

dairies were subject to similar weather and climatic shocks , and only

JO o bse r verations are available per dairy , Antle assumed the same
first - order au t ocor r elation coefficien t for all dairies .
fu nction is then assumed to be

~ ijt

where

+ ~ jt

l, . 0. J 9

t = 1, ...

, 30

Th e mean
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By applying the transformation
(92)

to the mean function , the higher moment functions can be estimated by
hypothesizing that the moments of cjt are functions of inputs .
Based on

th is model,

Antle (1983) developed

the

following

estima ti on procedure.

~-

Estimate

the mean function to obtain a consistent

estimate of p (used only if autocorrelation has to be accounted for) .
~·

Transform with p and reestimate the mean function to

obt ain residuals ~ jt"
~·

Use the c jt in an inequality - cons tr ained re g r essio n to

consis t e ntl y estimate the paramete r s Pz jt' u 3 jt ' P4jt ' u Sjt' and u6j t "
~·

These estimated moments in step 3 are then used to

compute the feasible generalized least squares (GLS) estimato r for
uljt, uzj t , and UJjt .
The generalized least squares (GLS) estimators involve an estimate
of the variance-cova r iance matrix .

definite matrix .

This matrix must be a positive

However, the consistent moment estimates do not

necessary satisfy this r equireme nt .

Ineq ua lity constraints on the

element s of the variance- covaria nce of the estimated parameters may be
required .

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the variance -

cova riance matrix to be positive definite are that all principal minors
of the variance- covariance matrix be positive .

These conditions amount

to inequality restrictions on the moments which we desire to obtain

from this approach.
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The restrictions needed to insure a positive definite ma t rix and

t he r efo r e nonnegative variances of

nonlinearities

in

th e

the GLS estimates

r est ri ctions of

evalua t ion ord ers highe r tha n 2.

th e

involve

principal minors

for

That is , the constraints require that

seve r al momen t f unct i ons be jointly esti ma ted .

Esti mation is possible

usin g some nonlinear optimization procedure such as a nonl inear
programming algo rithm.

I t is advised ,

however,

to t est c r oss-moment

pa r ame t e r restrictions with pairs of jointly es tim ated momen t functions
as a first step in a ny analysis t o see if some sho rtc ut s can be taken.
Adva ntage s , Limitations a nd Conclusions
Ther e is no si ng le universa l

es timation proced ure to emp ir ically

estimate production s truct ur es incorporating risk.

There are seve r al

alterna tives dependi ng upon the error specif i ca t ion.

The choice of a

functional fo r m and an es tim atio n procedure should be based on an
integrated

conside rati on of

the

structure of the obse r ved data .

eco nomi c

p r oblem

and

th e e rr o r

In this chap t er we outlined t wo

app roaches for incorporating risk into production structures to analyze
producer 's behavior under risk and uncertainty.
1.

The profi t function es tim a tion ap proac h.

2.

St ochastic p r od uction a p p ro ach which inc lud es the moment

based method and t he direct estimation of pr oduc ti on function method .

Under t he pr ofit function estima t ion approach a meaningful study
of the effects of inc r easing risk on pr od uce r' s behav i or requires third
o r de r flexible functional forms .

Mos t third o rder flexible functional

forms have a la r ge number of paramete r s .
is

too

large

and

the

functiona l

When the number of paramete r s

form

is

complex,

implausible
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implications may surface , estimation proced ure may become difficult and
assessmen t of th e eco nomi c effec t s of interest may be impossible .
Estima ti on of a third o r der p r ofit function can be done o nl y if the
number of variables in th e model is minimal , f o r example, one fixed

inpu t , one variabl e input and one ou tput.

As we indica t ed earlier, to

date there has not been, to our knowledge , an empirical esti ma tion of a
profit function with multipl e va ri able and fixed input s incorporating
risk .
Under the momen t

ba sed methods high-qua lit y data is r eq uir ed in

o rder to conduct an app ropriate study.
not available .

In most cases detailed data are

In the direct estimation o f

production f unc tion with

many va ri a bles , multicollinearity is most likely to exist .
many of

th ese problems can be ove r come ,

it appea r s

However , if
that several

empi ri ca l app r oaches hav e been o utl ined whi ch ca n cha r ac t e riz e the
impacts of increasing risk on production behavior .

Indeed, i t appears

that th e int e r es ting c onsequ ences of risk involve th ose sit uati ons
where

the econom i c envi r onment moves f rom cond itions of certainty to

conditions of unce rt ain t y , and from one condition of unc er t a inty to a
diffe r en t

condition of uncertain ty.

The co nventional risk assessment

models have not been ab le t o characterize the resp onses t o these kind

of

changes in va r iab ilit y .

The

foregoi n g a n alysis points

t o the

d irection of empi r ical a nal ysis which can be emp l oyed t o charac t e riz e
such conditions .

It is true that the app r oaches are somewhat complex ,

bu t if s u perior and de t ailed production data a r e availab l e , app roaches
are ope r a ti onal.

This st ud y , if it does nothing else , has prompted us

that we need to pay more at t ention to data n eeds in orde r

to
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cha racterize some of the more interesting behavioral responses within a

risky economic environment.
Given the data limitations and constraints to data col l ection

whi ch we face, it may be appropriate to investigate modeling systems
which only require benchmark dat a , or limit e d input - outp ut data
o bservations from the risk world.

This would perhaps involve the

usefulness of nonlinear constrained optimization models in contrast to

econometric specifications of increasing ris k .

This type of

investigation is inv o l ved and is beyond the scope of this present
study .

However, such an investigation might prove to be useful in

analyzi ng certain risky conditions and their impacts on ag ricultural

producing behavior.

It may also be a more appropriate methodology in

which to assess the impacts of assyme tric information among producers

who operate within a risky environment.
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CHAPTER IV
ESTIMATION OF THE IMPACTS OF RISK IN
UTAH RANCHING
What

follows

in this

chapter is

an application

of

the

characterization of stochastic pr oduction to production o r ganization in

cow/calf operations in Utah.

The othe r risk impact analyses specified

earlier co uld be applied , but the quality of the price data for output
and inputs in the sample of ranch operations falls short of being
appropriate to be used for estimation purposes, i .e .,

for estimating a

profit function or a system of equations involving the variable profit
function .

Therefore, in the following analysis we only take up the

issue of stochastic production in cow/calf operations.
Utah ranching operations are represented by cow/calf , cow/calfyea rling, migratory sheep, or a combination of these enterprises .

The

cow/ca lf operation is characterized by the use of brood cows ( li ve
capital fixed input) which produce calves (output) .
inputs

include

concentrates),

farm

pasture,

produced

feeds

The variable

(mainly alfalfa hay and

hired labor (except operator labor is assumed

to be a fixed input) and various capital inputs.

There are also other

operating expenses which go into the production of the calves .
main expense being nonfee grazing expense .

The

The pasture input is

comprised of forage obtained from both public and private lands , the
private lands being split between the private deeded acres of the ranch
and rented pasture .
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Capi tal inputs include the brood cows ,

machinery,

and buildings .

The land input is also imp or tant, consis ting of the pasture, hay and
grai n

producing

deeded

ac rea ge

of

the

ranching

operatio n.

The

operation depends heavily on a g r azing on the se and public owned

grazing lands .

Brood cows are wintered on some combination of hay ,

silage and concentrates, and winte r g razi ng.
The calves are generally born starting in the late winter or early
spring in most cases .

The calving rate varies considerably depending

o n various conditions including the condi ti on of t he br ood cows and
weather condi tions .

The calves move with the cows on t o the range and

are gene rally moved off the range in the fall and sold,

or given

further feed (backgrou n ding) and then sold as feeders (an input into
the beef feed l ot) .
There

are

several

risky

e l ements

in

the

cattle

ente r p ri se .

Technological va riabili ty is evident in the variable calving rates,
availability of hay and
through o ut

concent r ates ,

the production cycle .

disease,

Pric es of

and other

th e

los ses

cattle va ry greatly .

Prices of g r ain used in the feeding process affect derived demand for

feeders as do the changi ng conditions in the feed grain ma rket , such as
the co rn expo rt policy and the t a r get p ri cing policy.

The data to be u sed are from samples of cow/calf operations in
Ut ah taken from operat i ons for the yea r s 197 8 , 1979 , and 1980 .

data a re a short - time series of cross - sec ti ons .
variations in prices of inputs (calves) .
calving rates .

These

There are g r eat

There are varia tion s in

There a ppear to be no adjustmen ts in the cow herds over

the three years .

This lack of resp onse could be due to t he fact that

he r d size changes very little over the sho rt 3-year period, since brood
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cows can be in the herd up to 9-1 0 years .

It co ul d be a lso that

cow/calf technology is quite inflexible in adjustment to varia ti on in
prices and the c hanges in variability .

The purpose of using this

example is to both identify some of the risk elements which exis t in
ranching and

to give some direction to incorporating risk assessment

mechanisms in production struc t u r es .

In the foreg oing ana l ys is,

several approaches were suggested and their limitati ons were outlined .

In the empirical wo rk which fo ll ows , we take a very narrow fo<:us and
apply one approach to the Utah ranching example .

The Utah ranch

opera t ion data are presented in Table 1.
The variables used in the empirica l wo r k ar e measured as follows .

The ou t put or the total weight of the calves annua l ly produced by each
r anch is measured in c . w. t .
brood cows for the ranch.

The herd size indicates th e number of

Pastu re is measu r ed by the number of animal

unit months (AUMs) and is comprised of Bureau of Land Manage ment,

Forest Service , rented, and rancher's deeded grazing land .
measured in t ons .

Feed is

It in c ludes alfa l fa hay, concentrates, and other

nutrients.
Labor is measured in number of hours devoted by the rancher and

his family to the cattle .

The ope r ating expenses, which include the

nonfee expenses , maintenance of the herd and the ranch, wate r ing ,
fe n cing , hauling , medication, gas , hired labor, and miscellaneous

expenses a r e given in dollar ter ms .

The fixed capital, which includes

the estimated book value of buildin gs and equipcent for the ranch
operation fo r the years of observation , is valued in dollars .
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Table 1
Utah Ranch Operation Data

Taar:

Ob aanatJona

Out puc
ea lvaa

Hard

Paltura

Paad

Ubor

aiaa

(Al.11'a)

(tona)

(hours)

vciaht

Op arat lnl

c-p•n•••

C.l;. lcal
dcll.t.r a

($)

(tvt)

1978

I
2
l
4

s

6
1
8
9

10
11
12
ll
14

"

26
11
18
19
20
21
22
22
23

1979

"""
"
'

'
•
6
1

9
10
II
12
l)

)15.00
5 26.00
916.30
82) .()8

426.58
)28.61
408.30
4)).00
446 . 75

120.)5
691.25
590.50
991.00

10
90

8S
62
95
86
94

..

160
130
201
110
ISO

810.00

141

677 .00

430
S42
]60

644.06
1914.00
244) .50
1289.10
2096.00
1903 .00
3137 .50
579.H
2Sl7 .11
1485 . SO
692.80
803.7S

109.SO
)22.00
Hl.OO
432.00
319 .00
407.SO
4JJ.OO
442.00
319.00
688.00

S90.SO
988.00
810 .00
6 79 .7S

sso
sso

483

320
460
80
613
356
180
lOS
190

"

106
102

905
888
2032
177)
1053
184
1157
1048

114

'"
266

1690

262
111
liS
129
116
125
96
216
169

:2607

264

1828
1960
1900

1120

216
195
185
635
626
612
lJlS
866
1088
104

9))2

1388

4)20

496
238

1164

'"

1802

5346

6640
4070
4950
5300
6428

1094
2600
2083
90S
888
lOS9

sss

ISO
111
391
119

74

184

Ill

111
100
109
81
189
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""
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)0400
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lSI
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1213
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1079
1023
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1H5
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"'
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"'
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384
312
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'"
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311
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lSI
'"
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2763
2497

17537

12548
12474
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3728
2073

14200

18282

4435
3621
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168 78

27251

2072)

16575
460)9

4728
lol80
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14903

55225
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1H7l

28179
148900

1))96
11412
1931

101 700
123700
27900

14807
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8911
498]
S6Jl
SB9

9S800

2046
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2492
1887
278S
2S14

2108
2084
4459
362S
SS74
47JS

4190

21179

HZH

42000
HSOO

"100
2Hl7
] 1292
J03S3
23 682
3ll70

Joo:.o

12!31
23782
J1l6S
10266
46 706
]9607
H1ll
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Table 1.
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2
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"
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"
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.."
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:oo
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90

1!99
3346

66"
4071

·t.9.50
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...
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1U7
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"
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($)
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11.5.561
146762

100))
1S2U
134.56
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11449
2098
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5496
5272

'"

2105
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214
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2>0

)4002

12281

26Jo

317
247
261

doll au
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~]27
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The sample taken was f r om ranch ope rations in the West Desert ,
central-southern , and southwestern regions of Ut ah.

The sample is not

representative of operations which are bas ed , for example , in Utah
County and which use public lands for grazi n g in any of the three

regions specif i ed .

Wasatch Front ca ttle ope r a tion s are also not

r epresentated in t he sample.

There a r e few ope rati ons r ep r esented in

the sample which a r e headquartered i n Southern Idaho, but primarily
base grazing ope r ations in Southern Utah.

The r e are th r ee operations

whic h are based in Ric h and Summit counties and use pub l ic land s in
these counties and i n the cent ral - southe rn and West Deser t regions of

the s t ate.

Es tima tion Procedure

Both t ime se r ies a nd c ross section data a r e used in the es tim a tion
of a no nlinear heteroskedastic model.

A Cobb-Doublas and a quadratic

production function are respectively estima t ed .

Both models follow the

general specification of production st ructu res incorporating increasing
risk o r iginally sugges t ed by Just and Pope ( 197 8) .

The gene r a l

fo r m of

such a model is given as follows :

where F(Xi , B) is t he mean output function and H1 12 (Xi'a) the va r ia n ce
of output f unction .
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Estimation Procedure for the Cobb- Douglas
Production Function

The Cobb-Douglas function t o be estimated has six explanatory or
independent variables which can be divided into fixed and variable
inputs .

The fixed inputs are:

1.

The herd size (H) .

2.

The rancher's labor or family labor (L) .

3.

The fixed capital (K) .

The va r iable inputs are:

1.

Pasture (P).

2.

Feed (F) .

3.

Operating expenses (E) .

The dependent variable is the weig ht of t he ca l ves (Q).

The functional

form of the model is given by
(93)

where

the coefficients Bi ,

i

=

1,

...

5 are

the representatives of

the

productio n technology and in the case of the Cob b-Douglas function are
estimates of the production elasticities .

Equation 93 can be exp ressed

in log-linear form as follows:
l og Q

= log y + 80 log H + 81 log P + 82 log F

+ 83 log L + 84 l ogE+ 85 log K +log ut*

(94)
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The estimation of the log-linear function expressed in Equation 94 is
done

by applying

the

Statistical

Analysis

System

(S .A. S.)

comp uter package and following these steps as outlined briefly in
Chapter I II .

~
Use a "RSQUARE " procedure t o perform all possible regression
between the dependent variable and the co l lection of independent
Print the R 2 value and the Mallo.w ' s Cp statistic for each

variables .
model.

The " RSQUARE " procedure evaluates each combination of the

independent variables with th e dependent variable .

~
Use a " STEPWISE " procedure to find out which of the variabl es
should be included in the re gressio n mode l.

STEPWISE is helpful for

explanatory analysis because it can give insight into the relationships
betwen

the

variable .

independent

variables

and

the

dependent

or

response

STEPWISE gives the best possible combinations of independent

variables for the data available .

~
Following the results obtained in Step I and Step 2, select the
independent

availa ble .

variables

and

the

be st

possible

model

for

the

data

These above steps were taken both to provide information on

the appropriateness of th e variables a nd

to provide estimates of

initial values fo r the nonlinear estimation procedure.
For the Utah ranch data, we chose to estimate two models , one with
all the six independent variables.

Si nce R2 is very high for the model
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and, another model with five variables (herd, pasture, feed, labor,

operating expenses).

Capital is excluded because it appears that herd

size or operator labor are surrogates for other fixed inputs .

In fact,

the choice of the herd size appears to perhaps be a surrogate for the
choice of both capital and l a bor.

~
Use the gene r al lin ea r model (GLM) procedure to estimate the
parameters of the mean output function .

~

Use the estima tes of the parameters of the mean output function
obtained in Step 4 as initial values of the nonlinear least sq u are
r eg ression of the dependent variable on the independent variabl es .

~
From Step 5 obtain the B parameters for the mean output function

and the residuals Ut .

Write

or
Log IUt l

= C + 1/2 [a 0 Log H + a 1 Log P + a 2 Log F

+ a 3 Log L + a 4 Log E + a 5 Log K] + Et •

(95)

Regress log lutl on the log a rithms of the independent variables t o
obtain the parameters of the variance output function .
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Use the parameters of the variance of output function ob t ained in

Step 6, compute the weight (Z) for the second nonlinear regression of
the dependent variable on the independent variables .

Let

X

C + 1/2 [ ~ 0 Log H + a 1 Log P + a 2 Log F

+ ~ 3 Log L ~ 4 Log E + a 5 Log K]
1

...;x
Use the parameters of the mean output function obtained in Step 5

as initial values of the nonlinear regression of t he dependent variable
on the independent variables .
Multiply the mea n output fu nction by the weight Z and perform the
nonlinear regression of th e explained variable on the expla natory
va ri a bl e to obtain the asymptomatically eff icient parameters of the

mean output function .

Estimation of the Quadratic Function
The quadratic func ti onal form is exp r essed as follows in the book
edited by Fuss and McFadden (1978).
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n

n

aixi +

Q

i=l

n

(97)

I
I aijxixj
i=l j=l

where Q is output and xi and xj the inputs .

According to

this

formulation the quadratic function to be estimated for the Utah ranch
operation is:

+ a 1 H + a 2P + a F + a 4 L + a E + a K
3
6
5
+ a 11 HH + a 12HP + a 13HF + a 14HL + a 15 HE + al6HK

Q= a

0

+ a 22 PP + a 23 PF + a 24 PL + a 25 PE + a 26 PK
+ a33FF + a 34 FL + a 35 FE + a 36 FK
+ a 44 LL + a 45 LE + a 46 LK
+ a 55 EE + a EK + a66KK.
56

This equation has 27 independ en t variables .

(98)

Following the same steps

used for the Cobb- Douglas estimation, the results of the estimation of
the quadratic function were not satisfactory.

All the estimates were

insignificant and are not reported in this study .
Modeling Results
The r esults of the estimation of the Cobb- Douglas models a re given
in Table 2 and Table 3.

The estimates of the parameters (B 0 , B1 , B2 ,

B3 , B4, and B5 ) for the mean output function given in Table 2 and 3
under columns two,

three and four appear re asonabl e with the exception

of a negative coefficient on herd size and a negative coefficient for
capital with o rdinar y least squares given in column 2.

However,

the
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Table 2
Cobb-Douglas Production Function Estimation for Cow-Calf
Operation in Utah (Six Variables)

Parameter

Parameter estimates for the mean

Variables

Parameters

Column

Using
OLSQ

outEut function
Using
Using
first
second
nonlinear nonlinear
least
least
squares
squares

2

3

4

Para-

meters

5

estimates
for the
variance
using
OLSQ

6

Intercept

y

-0.680
(0.452)a

0.583
(0 .358 )b

0.3794b
(0.435)

c

-3.013
(3.189)a

Herd size

Bo

-0 .023 0
(0.067)

-0.0534
(0.0649)

-0.0787
(0.074)

Ao

-1.123
(0 .4 77)

Pasture

Bl

0.355
(0 .090 )

0.5313
(0.0657)

0. 5409
(0.100)

A1

0.581
(0.639)

Feed

B2

0.086
(0.057)

0.1117
(0.044)

0.1407
(0. 062)

A2

1.109
(0 .408)

Labor

B3

0.0420
(0.045)

0.0428
(0.0518)

0. 0389
(0.058)

A3

-0.0720
(0.322)

0. Expenses

B4

0.490
(0 .11 2)

0.290
(0.078)

0.2953
(0.107)

A4

0.060
(0. 792)

Capital

Bs

-0 .0120
(0.0359)

0.0104
(0.02 22 )

0.0144
(0.033)

As

0.218
(0.253)

R-Square

0.94 7

Adj-R. Sq.
F Value

0.3508
0.2980

223 . 4

a Standard er ror.
b Asympt omatic standard error.

6. 755
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Table 3
Cobb-Douglas Production Function Estimation for Cow-Calf
Operation in Utah (Five Variables)
Paramet er

Parameter estimates for the
mean outEut function

Variables

Column
Intercept

Parameters

Using
OLSQ

Using
first

y

Parameters

nonlinear

second
nonlinear

least

least

squares

squares

2

1

3

estimates

Using

4

for the
variance

of
output
OLSQ
5

6

-o .39lb

-0.7630
(0 . 377)a

0.6227b
(0.349)

0.451
(0. 25l)b

c

(2.55)

Herd Size

Bo

-0.0298
(0.064)

-0 . 0468
(0 . 066)

-0.132
(0.048)

AD

-0.650
(0.43)

Pasture

Bl

0.353
(0.089)

0.5315
(0.0698)

0.6035
(0 . 504)

Al

0.645
(0 . 608)

Feed

B2

0 .832
(0.056)

0.114
(0 . 046)

0.248
(0.033)

A2

1.147
(0.384)

Labor

B3

0.0407
(0.045)

0. 0426
(0.054)

0.027
(0. 039)

A3

-0.088
(0.306)

0. Expenses

B4

0 .494
(0.111)

0.290
(0.083)

0.274
(0 . 060)

A4

-0 . 338
(0.75)

R-Square

0.946

Adj-R. Sq.
F Value
a
b

0.3452
0.3022

339. 72

Standard erro r
Asymptomatic standard erro r .

8.017
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coefficients B0 and B5 in columns 2, 3, and 4 are not significantly

different from ze ro statistically.

It is unlikely that increasing the

herd size will reduce mean output .

However , calving rate does decline

for some operations when the herd size increases in the sample used .

An increase in the size of the herd may result in less time devoted by
the rancher to each cow and calf and to a possible loss of calves due

to various factors such as diseases and extreme weather at calving
time .

The coefficient for pasture ,

feed and operating expenses given

in col umns 2, 3, and 4 of Table 2 are significant .

The goodness of fit

is outstanding and most of the asymptomatic standard errors derived
from the nonlinear least squares est i mation procedures under columns 3

and 4 of Table 2 are smal l.
As indi cated by the estimate d coefficients in both Ta bl e 2 and
Table 3, th e past.ure input h as an important positive effect on mean

output.

The value of the coefficient (A 0 , Al' A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 ) given in

columns 6 of Table 2 and 3 tell us about t h e effects of input use on
the

v ariabi lit y of

output.

The

pasture

input

for example ha s

a

positive and direct effect on the variability of output, since th e
coeff icient A1 is positive .

On e can also see that th e coefficient A2

is positive which means that an increase in feed (hay and conce n trates)
input increases the variability of output .

Accordin g to the values of A1 and A2 ,

any shift from

use of

pasture input to increased u se of feed use impo ses incre ased risk on
the cow/calf en t erprise technology represented here.

For example ,

reductions in BLM or Forest Service allotments, or increases in Animal

Unit

Month (AUM)

prices would appear

to ha ve

important

risk
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implications for the ranch operations involved .

As indicated earlier,

the Utah cow - calf operation du ri ng a pe riod of three yea rs seems to
indicate some inflexibilities .

When the production technology is

inflexible , when capital and herd size are chosen and subseeuqntly
expected output a r e selected, there is nothing the rancher can do to
adjust except to substitute between varia bl e inputs when prices change.
The other input which has a signif ic ant influence on output and

the variability of ou tput is r epresented by the various operating
expe n ses which are aggrega ted into one variable in this study .

The

coefficients B4 and A4 respectively s how the effect of ope r ating
expenses on mean outpu t and the variability of output .
coefficient A4 is negative which means

In Table 3, the

that an increase in operating

expenses reduces the variability of output .

However, in Table 2 , when

the capital input is included in the specification of the function , the
direction of influence of both the operating expenses and the cap i tal
input on ri sk is direct as indicated by th e positive sign of the
estimates of the variance of output function in column 6.

However , the

coefficients of both inputs in either case do not appear
significantly different f r om zero .

to be

The labor coefficients (B 3 and A3)

in both Tables 2 and 3 do not appear to be significantly different

fro~

zero .

The direction of influence of herd size on the variability of
ou t put appears to r emain somewhat ambiguous .

If one compares the

estimated coefficient with the estimated standard error in the variance
of output function of Table 2 ,
modifies output variability .

one concludes that increased herd size
However,

the sign of the coefficient in

the mean output function, though not sign i ficantly different from zero,
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indicates that ou tput will decrease when herd size is i nc r eased .

In

Table 3, which gives the estimates give n that the ca pital input is
omit t ed ,

the he rd size coefficie nt s indicate ther e is no significan t

influence o n mean output or th e variance of o utput as he rd size i s

c ha nged.
The performance of the estimated models present ed in Ta ble s 1 and
2 and the coeff i cie nt estimates o f the fixed input s (mostly being
insignificant) pr ovi de some evidence that pr oduction condi tions in the
cow/calf en terpri se in the Utah loca ti ons r ep r esented by the sample may
be somewhat inflexible .

Th e es tim a tes of the quadr atic p r oduction

functions ma y have provided mo re ev idence for that conclusion since a ll

fixed input-variable input int e raction s did not influence output or the
v aria nce of o utput.

One would need to estimate a va ri able profit

fu nct i on in orde r to pr o vid e st r onge r evidence for a conc lu sio n on

p r od uc tion f l exibility or inflexi bility.

A direct te s t of f l exibi lit y

o r infl exibi lit y can be made using the varaible profit f unct i o n or the

supp l y function which can . be derived f r om the pr ofit function using the
duality theorems of eco nomic theo r y.
It does appear that thi s ana l ysis ha s identi f i ed some rat her
important elements of risk as embodied in the pasture and feed inputs .

Although it is no t appropriate to generalize from the results of just
one s tud y , it appears from t he r esu lts presented here that the r isk

conditi ons which ranchers in Utah face can be considerably altered by
cha n gi ng pastu r e and feed availability , and by policies which mi g ht
c hange

the

avai l ab ilit y of

these

inputs .

The

Cobb - Douglas

specification as developed in t h i s s tudy and its reasonable fit t o the

11]7
data suggest that both th e feed a nd pas tur e in pu t s a r e essential for
prod uc t ion and influence output in a pos iti ve dire ction .

Howeve r,

increases in the use o f these inputs a l so i ncre ase th e riskiness of

cow/calf operations .
It would appea r t o be r easo na bl e to suggest that additio n a l
inves ti ga ti o n of the impa c t s of risk on the organization of

cow/calf enterprise be und e rtaken.

I ndeed ,

infl uence of risk in vari ous agricul tural

f ruitful endeavo r .

th e

the investigations of the

e nt e rpri ses appears t o be a

I n th is study we have derived some const ructs which

can be u sed in s u ch emp iric a l a n alyses .

Although th ese app r oaches

require considerable data o f superior quality , the y ca n be use d t o
estimate the interesting effects of ri s k on production a nd input
e mployment as well as

t o cha r ac t e r ize the dec isi on process that

take

s pl ace in the face of risky price and pr oduct i on t ec hnol ogy co ndit ions .
Sugges ti ons For Future Research

Futu re empi r ical research should a nal yze th e conditions of ri sk

indepe nd ence (or dependence) , the i n fluence of risk on employme n t of
vario us fixed inpu t s and s u pp l y condi ti ons , and the i mportance of price
variability sp rea d s a nd squeezes as influenced by va ri o us pol i cies .

Cow/calf ope rat ors ha ve long been faced with elements of r isk.

Dairy

fa r mers

their

are

now

havi ng

to

make

choices

which

infl ue nce

o r ganization fo r milk p r oduction as changes in milk and cheese pricing
policies are being implemented .
These same approaches as developed in thi s s t udy co uld a l so be
app ropriately used t o assess t he impacts of risk i n the f r uit and
vegetable ente r pises , where g re at fluctua ti ons in pr ices occu r over a
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short period of time and where great fluctuations in weather influence
output .

Several inputs are used in these enterprises to modify the

wide fluctuations in output , such as pesticides , front protection

p r ocedures , and irrigation and irrigation ti ming procedures .

The

approaches developed here for assessing the impacts of ri sk co uld be
used to measure the benefits of using va rious risk modifying procedu r es
and inputs in agricultural production.

The estimation procedures developed to this point are somewhat
complex compared to procedures used to estimate models which are
representative of conditions under ce rtaint y.
one has to account,

econome tri cal ly ,

They a re comp l ex because

for heteroskedasticity which is

introduced in the risk specification , and because one desires t o obtain

consiste nt or asymptotically efficient estimates of the empirical
models involved .

Recent developments in computing packages which

include various economet ri c
computing and labor cos t s

estimatio n algo rit hms have cut

the

involved in comple ting analyses of the type

represented in this study considerably.

The empirical derivations of

this and a few other studies has also provided some empirical direction
and information which can be used to comple t e more efficient and
interesting futu re studies in risk assessment .
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